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Editor’s Note
I was doing a lot of thinking about beginnings and endings
while trying to decide what to say in the Editor’s Note for this
issue. I was mostly focused on endings; I will retire a couple
months after this issue is put to bed, and my teaching career and
tenure as Editor of Reedy Branch Review will come to an end. On
top of that, when I started writing this my brother-in-law, Paul,
was in hospice with stage 4 esophageal cancer that had spread to
his liver and other organs. Before I finished it, he was gone.
It is probably obvious to most of you that something like that
tends to put things in perspective. I remember having a similar
experience when RBR’s co-founder, Jim Metzger, lost his long
battle with cancer in 2019. The more recent loss, coming on the eve
of my retirement, something neither Jim nor Paul got to
experience, has strengthened my resolve to make a fresh
beginning as I move on to the next chapter of my life.
Speaking of fresh beginnings, after this issue of RBR, assistant
editors Scott Temple and Christine Bates will take over all
editorial responsibilities. They were fully involved in all aspects of
putting this issue together, so I am confident they will do a great
job. There may be some changes as they make RBR reflect their
vision for where they want to take it, but I expect that they will
continue to look for the best work from PCC students, faculty, and
staff, along with a growing amount of work from writers not
directly connected with the college. You will find evidence of the
latter in the contents of this issue.
It has been one of the highlights of my time at PCC to start
Reedy Branch Review, with the help of Jim Metzger, the
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encouragement of former English and Humanities Department
Chair Sue Jefferson, and the support of Dr. Stephanie Rook, Dean
of the Arts and Sciences Division. It has also been fun and
challenging to produce the first four issues with the help of some
outstanding assistant editors and support staff. It has required lots
of time and hard work, but the thrill and gratification of seeing the
final result has always made it seem worthwhile.
My assistant editors and I wish to thank everyone who
submitted work for this issue, and congratulate those whose work
was accepted. We hope everyone enjoys reading this issue, and if
you are a writer or artist, please consider sending RBR something
for the next issue.
– Daniel V. Stanford, Editor
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Golden Fields (in memory of my Ukrainian Grandfather)

Pastel on paper by George Daniel Temple
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Lunar Eclipse

by Joyce Compton Brown

When poets have died
and evil glows orange
in all things made by man,
we need these moments.
The steadying shadow slides
up near-white into gray.
The white capped face glows
translucent pink
a shining rim, a crescent,
maybe some sort of hope
in a time when only faith
or some such possibility
allows us room
to want to breathe.
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At Coffee with Friends by Joyce Compton Brown
We were talking about the thinness
of our skin, how readily it rips,
how it peels back by nail or bump,
to show the meatiness, the rawness,
ourselves thinning out translucent
over blue veins, how just like
that we turn and bleed.
We were talking about the days
we’d coat ourselves with baby oil,
knowing only we’d glow new
pink, not seeing the burning
beneath the surface, not feeling
the years stretch out thinner
till there was nothing really
to cover the marled veins
worming there through time.
We were talking about seeing
our threadbare selves
almost stretched to capacity,
how our hands regret
all that we did not grasp.
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Rhino by John Grey
It’s late afternoon at the zoo,
the final hour before closing.
On the other side of the fence,
beyond the moat,
a black rhino stands.
His weight
has him at standstill,
but for the tail
that swats at flies.
His horned head turned sideways,
one of his eyes takes me in,
the other looks off to the trees
at the back of his enclosure.
And maybe farther than that.
Maybe much farther.
He’s curious
without being quizzical.
My presence is merely the latest
of so many like me.
Some think him cute.
Others say, “How ugly.”
He reacts to instinct
not opinions.
8
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An explanatory sign
reads “Endangered.”
The sun is setting
as an example.
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Splinters by Adam Lippert
Index Finger
Indoctrinate them young. That was my line of thinking. So,
Lee Roy attended his first Oklahoma Sooners football game when
he was 3 years old. It was our first family vacation. Vicky’d
wanted to go to Disney. She said seeing Lee Roy’s little face light
up when he met the real Mickey Mouse, Goofy, and all the rest
would be actual magic. I thought the idea of dozens of life-sized
cartoons shuffling around the park in the hot sun like they were
lost in the desert was creepy. Who knew what was under that
suit? Sweaty, smelly college kids? Could be a naked old man. In
any case, Vicky fought me like a cat in the bathtub for a full week.
Our house became the Battle of Shiloh. Unwashed dishes in
the kitchen sink so long that it stank like gory corpses. Lee Roy’s
toys lay like booby traps in every room. And piles of laundry were
abandoned in front of the TV like rubble of a cabin blown to bits
by Union artillery. That was how our fights went. Arguing was
strategic combat. And refusing household chores was attrition. It
would be easy to think I’d win the battle of attrition every time,
hands down. But it wasn’t so. Having the house look such a mess
really bothered me. And no sex. A man might think he wears the
pants in his family, but if Momma ain’t happy, he’ll be wearing
those pants to bed. So, who really holds the power?
I couldn’t understand Vicky’s stubbornness. Why couldn’t
Vicky just let me pick the family vacation this one damn time? So I
dropped to my knees and promised that we could go to Disney
next year, and the year after that, or wherever the hell she wanted.
I’d let her choose the vacation spot forever if we could just go to
Norman this one time. Taking Lee Roy to a Sooners game meant
10
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everything. Over my dead body would he fall prey to Stanford’s
cartoon pine tree, Clemson’s clawless tiger, or Oregon‘s
flamboyant Nike crap. Hell, we lived in SEC country. And it’d be
easy for him to get swept away by the wrong crimson’s tide. My
son would be an Oklahoma Sooners fan if I had to tattoo it on his
heart. I mean, my god, he was named after two OU legends. How
could he not be a diehard? Eventually, Vicki conceded, knowing
full-well that she’d won the war.
Two months later we were there. Norman crawled with
people. RVs and trucks crammed so close that I was surprised the
doors would open, let alone find room for grills and tables and
coolers and games and TVs in the parking lot. Everyone seemed
to have a can of beer like the parking lot attendant was passing
them out at the gate. Middle-aged men ripped off their shirts and
slammed beer after beer with foam drooling from their lips like a
rabid mutt. The entire world smelled like sizzling barbeque. A
couple couples playing cornhole hollered like winning was life or
death.
I’d grown up in Weatherford, and my dad used to bring me to
Sooners games as a kid, but my mom moved me and my sister to
Tennessee to live with Uncle Rex and Aunt Shirly after my dad
died. This was my first time being back since I was about 12. My
dad had been a Sooners fan through and through. All his life. He
watched every single game no matter what. And everyone knew
that’s just how it was. One time, Mom tried to throw him a
surprise party at a bowling alley and as soon as the clock struck 3
my dad disappeared across the road to The Blind Squirrel for the
game. She really should have known better. But at least she tried.
Eventually, the entire bowling party trudged across Baker St. in
their clown shoes. He would’ve missed his own wedding for a
Reedy Branch Review
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Sooner’s game. Or funeral for that matter. His funeral was on a
Saturday. The hearse ran late so there was a big joke that my dad
was late to his own funeral because there was a Sooners game on.
Those types of things were the only real memories of my dad I
still carried. Cancer took him so quick, that sometimes I wondered
if I ever had a real chance to know him.
Walking towards the stadium felt like getting caught in a
current of whoopin’ and hollerin’ civil war soldiers. A lot of guys
were shirtless with body paint splashed all over like blood. Skinny
college girls floated around like ghosts of people who’d died in
the shower or at the beach because they left something to the
imagination, but not much. Sports bras and spandex. It was a
good thing Vicky towed behind because I would’ve caught hell if
she saw how low my jaw had dropped. So I made sure to keep my
head straight and used the corners of my eyes. I was about the
same age as the students, but we were not peers. I had a full-time
job selling insurance. I wore an OU golf polo and shuffled
forward with my 3-year-old son trapped between my legs like a
penguin. It was torture to walk that slow. But Lee Roy just had to
have his way. Imagine that. A stubborn 3-year-old. If I tried to
raise him up on my shoulders, Lee Roy would’ve screamed
bloody murder. So I let him waddle ahead on his own. But the
main difference between me and the drunk lot around us was that
I was stone sober. The grass always looks greener in the next yard
over. At the time, I would’ve rather been running around like a
shirtless jackass, ready to burst at the rivets with beer. It was hard
having real responsibilities at 22. Plus, Vicki didn’t drink. She was
tough as a pine knot and knew how to crack the whip. This trip
was about family time, not cutting loose. She was a good wife and
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an even better mother. I just wished I would’ve appreciated it
more.
The Palace on the Prairie was just as I remembered. But better.
Watching the Sooner Schooner glide across the field behind
galloping horses while listening to The Pride of Oklahoma was
real magic. I had bought a new camera before the trip so we could
take pictures galore. I wanted there to be plenty of evidence that
Lee Roy could point to. He would hardly be able to refuse being a
Sooner’s fan when he got older. We snapped picture after picture.
Lee Roy had a blast. Until the crowd really got riled up in the 3rd
quarter. By that time Lee Roy was getting tired and cranky, and he
spazzed out until the game was over. Vickie took him so I could
focus on the game. But she stared daggers at me the whole time. I
thought of my dad lots and kept blinking back tears. Boomer!
Heel
Sooner! It was a warm October day. The leaves shone bright
gold like King Midas had climbed every tree in the world. Who
said alchemy wasn’t real? Nature sure knew how to manage it.
A framed picture of 3-year-old Lee Roy sitting on my
shoulders at his first football game hung on the living room wall
between the open windows. I was revved up for The Red River
Shootout. Oklahoma vs. Texas was the biggest rivalry of all. Vicky
brought out a platter of her famous nachos from the kitchen and
set them on the coffee table. I shoveled a chip into my mouth and
chomped, but holy shit those chips were blazing. Hot as campfire
coals. I grabbed up my Pepsi and slurped. Vicki’d warned me the
nachos were just out of the oven. But getting at them when they
were fresh and gooey and steamy was worth a couple toasted
tastebuds.
Reedy Branch Review
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“Lee Roy! Come out! Come out! Wherever you are! Game’s
starting,” I called out once the Pepsi finally doused the fire in my
mouth. He was in his room reading Treasure Island. For an 8-yearold, he loved thrills. He inhaled any story about adventuring and
pirating and exploring and mountain climbing. And he loved
camping and being outdoors. He would’ve lived in a tent if he
had half-a-chance.
Oklahoma and Texas were lining up for kickoff.
“You’ll miss kickoff, bud! Better hurry!” I called down the
hallway.
“Hang on. Let me finish this chapter,” Lee Roy said.
“No time.” I heard him grumble and snap the book shut. I
needed Lee Roy. He watched every OU game with me. It was
almost mandatory. I’d watched the first game of the season
without him because he had a boy scouts camping trip, and it
hadn’t been the same. I still watched the game, but didn’t have my
buddy with me. And secretly, I thought Lee Roy was good luck.
I’d had the option to go on the camping trip but decided not to. I
worked hard all week, and I’d wanted a day to myself. Was that a
crime? And I didn’t really like sleeping on the hard ground, in a
tent, in the dark, in the middle of the woods, with no toilets. But I
should’ve gone.
“Fine. I’m ready,” Lee Roy called.
Show time. I puffed out my chest and ground my voice down
into a deep rasp. I scrambled around the living room to push the
coffee table aside and pull off the couch cushions and arrange
them in the middle of the floor.
“Introducing, the talk of the country, a shoo-in to win the
Heisman trophy and the Doak Walker Award, your Oklahoma
Sooners halfback, standing 3’ 9,” and weighing in at a nimble 50
14
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pounds. He’s quicker than lightning and hits harder than
hammers. Number 28. Lee Roy ‘the bobcat’ Gleason.”
Lee Roy bolted through his bedroom door and bounded down
the hallway. He wore a Sooners jersey and tucked a football under
his arm. He ran straight for the arm of the couch. At the point of
contact, he spun and pinballed into the middle of the living room,
dove into the air while stretching the ball out for the endzone. He
landed on the cushions.
“Touchdown!” I said, raising my arms. He looked like a
young A. P. He’d be a football star yet. He would’ve played tackle
football this year, but he barely missed the age cut off. Vicki
hadn’t wanted him to. Normally, I let Vicki have her way because
she was a strong-willed woman and what is good for the goose is
good for the gander. But this was a hill I was ready to die on.
A month earlier had been rough. We did most of our fighting
at night because Lee Roy could be so sensitive. He was like an
emotional support hound. If he knew we were snarling, Lee Roy
would rush into our room and get between us and beg us to stop.
Even if it was just about who moved the car keys. Vicki was
scared because Lee Roy was a shrimp for his age.
“He’ll end up hurt. Or in a wheelchair. And it’ll be your fault.
Do you want that?” Vicki said in a hushed snarl. “You can’t live
out your childhood fantasies through him.”
That stung. But I knew Lee Roy’d never get hurt playing
football. How could he, if the other kids couldn’t catch him?
“Lee Roy wants to play. He brought it up. It was his idea.”
“Of course he wants to play,” Vicki whispered angrily. “All
his friends are going to play. And he doesn’t know any better.
Even if he did play, I’d bet he doesn’t like it. He doesn’t have the
right temperament for it.”
Reedy Branch Review
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There was a knock on the locked bedroom door.
“He’s playing. And that’s final. They only need one parent’s
signature,” I said right before unlocking the bedroom door to let
Lee Roy in. And just like that, I knew that was the end of it.
Rage steamed off Vicki the next couple of days. But she slowly
cooled down and never fought me on it again.
Vicki peeked around the kitchen doorway and saw Lee Roy
buried in the pile of couch cushions on the living room floor. He
got up and did his weird noodle-arm touchdown dance.
“Lee Roy, Lee Roy, he’s our man. If he can’t do it, no one can,”
Vicki cheered. I looked at Vicki with a loving, knowing smile.
Next year he’d be ready.
Ass Cheek
Lee Roy and I drove to the video store on a Saturday
afternoon. The windows were down, and the warm September air
strained through my fingers. Lee Roy’d just told me that he didn’t
want to play football anymore because he didn’t like practicing so
much.
“You can’t quit now pal, you’ve already played three games.
You’re almost halfway through the season.”
“I don’t care. I don’t want to.”
“I thought you liked playing football.”
“I like the games, but I don’t like playing every day. There
isn’t time to earn my boy scout badges.”
“Well, you can’t quit now. You’ll have to tough it out for the
rest of the season. If you quit, who will score all the touchdowns?
Your team needs you. And when the season is over, we can work
on boy scout stuff every day. I’ll help.”
“Really?”
16
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“I swear,” I said and let out a deep breath.
Heart
The next game was 45 minutes away in Rogersville. We were
stuffed shoulder to shoulder in the bleachers with the rest of the
Moulton Grizzly Bear parents. Vicki and I each had a Styrofoam
cup of coffee from concessions. And I had a box of the saltiest
popcorn on earth. It was so salty that I could barely stomach it.
My chest was a bit more puffed out than normal at these games.
Lee Roy was the team’s stud by a mile. Everyone knew it. Even
Vicki was warming up to the idea of Lee Roy playing football
after seeing how great he was and that he hadn’t gotten hurt, not
even a minor muscle pull. It was funny because at home,
everything was Boy Scout this and camping that, but once that
pigskin was cradled in his arms, he became meaner than a beaver
caught in a beartrap. He was like a man on fire trying to get to a
water trough in the endzone.
Our Moulton Grizzly Bears were 3-0 and Lee Roy was the lead
running back. And at this age, the quarterback’s arm wasn’t
strong enough to throw more than fifteen yards, so most of the
play calls were rushes.
Warmups were over, and Rogersville won the coin toss and
chose to receive. And who the hell ever heard of a football team
named the Ostriches anyway? Rogersville got two quick first
downs. But then their drive stalled like a Dodge truck, and they
punted.
Our offense ran onto the field and huddled. Lee Roy was
number 22. He was easy to pick out because he was the littlest
thing on the field. He had the smallest sized shoulder pads and
helmet, and they still bounced and shifted a little when Lee Roy
Reedy Branch Review
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really got running. I was surprised that he could see with all that
happening.
I stood up and shouted like the proudest dad in the world,
“Give ‘em hell boys. Glory’s just 60 yards away!”
The first play was a run to the outside. Our quarterback, Trent,
pitched the ball back as Lee Roy ran towards the far sideline. Lee
Roy raced the linebacker and corner towards the outside and beat
them. Lee Roy turned upfield and gained 13 yards before the
safety knocked him out. One play. First down. Easy-peasy. If we
could keep this up, the Ostriches would have their heads buried
in the sand in no time.
“That’s right boys!” I hollered. I didn’t know if Lee Roy could
hear me. But I hoped the coaches could. I wanted them to keep
feeding my boy. “Just like that. Run it down their throats. We’ll
have 6 points in no time!”
Each team broke their huddles and lined up for the next play.
Our cheerleaders in their little navy and gold skirts and tank tops
chanted on the sidelines.
“Come on Grizzlies. Scratch ‘em up. Scratch ‘em up. Roar.
Roar. Roar.”
Trent shouted hike. But the mouthguard muffled the words,
so it sounded like dike each time a play started, which raised a
snicker from the less mature parents. Mikey snapped the ball.
Trent turned and held it out for Lee Roy. It was a clean exchange.
Rogersville brought an all-out blitz through the middle and broke
the offensive line down like a dam giving way, like it wasn’t even
there. Lee Roy seemed to spot a hole to squeak through and cut
right. He covered the ball with both arms just like I had taught
him. I started to yell, thinking that Lee Roy would break through
and dash for a score. Lee Roy bent forward, helmet down, to
18
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burrow through when a mongrel defensive lineman appeared out
of nowhere. He bent low and opened his arms to meet Lee Roy.
The crack was so loud that it could’ve been a rifle shot. It sounded
like two rams headbutting. Or a car collision.
Lee Roy crumpled backwards. The lineman fell on top of him
like an avalanche. The lineman got up and stared down at Lee
Roy, who stayed on the ground, arms twitching. Coaches from
both sidelines sprinted out. The referees looked scared and
clueless. They blew their whistles and cleared the other players
away from my rag doll son. I stood on the bleachers and jittered in
place. Vicki flew down the steps and ran to Lee Roy’s side. I stood
there. Lee Roy’d be fine. This happened all the time. Wind
knocked out of him or something. He was just a little shook up.
But my feet started moving when Coach Smalls screamed
“somebody call 9-1-1!” Then, I knew this was bad news.
Shoulder
No one told us nothing. Lee Roy’d broken his neck for sure by
the way the paramedics treated him. But they gave us nothing.
One way or the other. His brain might have been leaking out his
ears and they wouldn’t have told us. They just got him strapped
to a board and his head viced, and then they peeled away. Vicki
rode in the ambulance. But there wasn’t room for me.
Surgery was the same. It took hours with no goddamn
updates. Waiting. Pacing. Shaking. Crying. Barfing. Lee Roy was
like that fucking Schrodinger’s cat and his own family was just
expected to patiently wait until the box was ready to open.
Eye
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Lee Roy lay with his head propped on a pillow. No
movement. He was hooked up to all sorts of breathing masks,
monitors, tubes, and other junk I couldn’t name. He looked like
some creature from a black and white movie that doctors had
pieced together. A machine beeped to track Lee Roy’s heartbeat. It
sounded like a smoke detector with a dying battery. The only
movement was Lee Roy’s lazy chest and the tears itching down
my cheeks. I was the only soul in the room. The doctors and
nurses had left to “give us some time together.” Their tone was
rotten with hopelessness. In the waiting room, Vicki’d been
hysterical and couldn’t control herself. She’d thrown a chair and
punched me in the eye and hollered at every single person she
saw, even other people in the waiting room that were waiting for
someone in surgery. Nurses eventually corralled her and poked
her with a sedative. Now she had her own hospital room, like she
thought that’d bring her closer to Lee Roy.
Lee Roy was unconscious, but his eyes were wide open. It
didn’t look natural. I thought about reaching out and closing
them, but I hoped that somehow his eyes being open was a good
sign, that it meant something. But actually, it made things worse.
Deep down I knew. I’d seen the look in Lee Roy’s eyes a barrelfull of times while deer hunting. After shooting a whitetail, it’d
flood with adrenaline and rush off. I’d track the bloodtrail until it
stopped and fell over to die. I’d walked up on a hundred deer like
this, and they always had a scared, faraway look in their eye. They
knew. They weren’t ready, but the end was coming. Lee Roy may
have been unconscious, but his eyes held the same look.
Palm
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The casket felt heavy. Like regret. I’d never liked graveyards.
A chilly breeze pushed against me like Lee Roy used to. We’d
play a game where he would jump out from around a corner and
try to tackle me. He tried his darndest, but it was like a mouse
trying to push over an elephant. Over the last week, I’d found that
memories are like the cords bunched up behind the television set.
They get tangled so tight they’re impossible to separate. You can’t
sort through them like pictures and pick out the best and throw
away the ones with the blurry focus or closed eyes or ugly smiles.
They’re forever jumbled with the others. And you damn sure can’t
cut people out of them.
The preacher wore all black and stood at the head of the grave,
above the casket. Vicki sat in the chairs beside the casket with her
folks. I stood on the opposite side with everyone else. I’d slept in
my car since the hospital. I wore a rumpled black suit that I found
at Goodwill. Going home was out of the question.
The preacher said his prayers. I didn’t listen. I thought about
how there’d be no more touchdowns. No more fun. No more
smiles. No more family. 9 years. 10 months. 80 years too short.
And I had no idea what to do. I thought about finding that fat
fucking Ostrich lineman’s house and chaining the doors shut and
setting it ablaze at 3 in the morning. But it seemed like too much
work. I considered putting on a rope necklace. I thought about
taking the quick way down an elevator shaft.
Vicki’s black dress made her look paler than a full moon. She
looked at me across the casket, and I knew exactly what she was
thinking. And I hoped that she knew I was thinking the exact
same thing.
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Band Aid by Joy Moses-Hall
The first command unit the Coast Guard entrusted to me was
the Swab Summer Band.
As cadets at the US Coast Guard Academy in Connecticut, we
were experiencing the Neptunian trident of officer training:
college + seamanship + war preparation. We commandeered tug
boats by day and crunched calculators by night, and on weekends
we marched behind the cadet band across the military meadow
out front.
The band is, of course, the heartbeat pumping the entire Coast
Guard experience, especially during Swab Summer.
Swab Summer is boot camp for cadets. Newly arrived
freshmen, with trendy tresses and eclectic T-shirts, are abruptly
shorn and swaddled in the official deep blue palette of the Coast
Guard, then called to punch out push-ups at odd hours of the day
and night, memorize Coast Guard trivia, capsize sailboats, and,
for a lucky few, belt out woodwind and brass numbers.
I was a member of the swab summer band in 1978. I had never
been in a marching band before, but my roommate, Patty, was
joining as a trumpeter, and I wasn’t about to stand stiffly at
Inspection Arms while she hobnobbed. So I signed up for
cymbals. How hard could they be?
There were two sets of cymbals. I picked up the first set, the
size of a pair of dinner plates, and smashed them together with a
mellow, swish-swash sound.
The larger set was the size of a duo of NASA space antennae,
intergalactic, that clanged together with a cosmic, gonging crash.
Dinner plates were rhythmic, but the deep-space saucers could be
the powerful pistons of an extra-super-terrestrial band, and Kelly
22
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Burris, the other marching band free-lancer, was heading straight
for them. Kelly was a nice girl from Illinois, a good eight inches
shorter than I was, and I convinced her that the big cymbals were
ill-suited to her petite stature.
One lap around the practice field proved my own stature
inadequate for the giant cymbals, and I tried to think of a reason
for Kelly to take them back. I barely had the strength to lug those
big dishes across the field, let alone strike them together. At the
end of each song I managed a very loud, very satisfying crash, but
it drained me until the next finale. Kelly and I spent the rest of the
season alternating cymbal sets according to a schedule rigged very
much in my favor.
Leaving freshman year behind, upper-class cadets practice
leadership on the new class of swabs. During the third summer,
after stints at pistol marksmanship and hazmat training, the junior
class is ready to take charge of swabbing the newbies.
My leadership instincts were limited. I excelled at following: I
marched well deep in the bowels of Golf Company; I waited on
long chow lines just to retrieve ketchup; and my grades followed
the bell curve. But as a leader, I was reticent. I was the kind of
sailor who, when ambushed by pirates, would ask them to please
stand by at parade rest while I debated whether to retreat to port
or to starboard.
By the time I was ready to cut some leadership teeth on the
spanking new class of swabs, I’d distinguished myself as best fit
for staff duty. Instead, I was designated Battalion Protocol/Band
Officer.
So what does Protocol/Band Officer do? I had to look up
protocol/band in the nautical dictionary to get the first clue. Turns
out her first duty would be to arrange for a quorum of hitherto
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friends to march in a drill parade for visiting Danish admiralty,
totally against their will. The success of the visit hinged on
whatever skimpy parade could be drummed up during the
summer when the sophomores and seniors of the Corps of Cadets
were away in ships and helicopters and fire-fighting school. The
admiral must be properly ruffled and flourished.
No one volunteered for the parade. The Commandant of
Cadets clicked impatiently when I suggested we just offer the
admiral a boxed lunch. I went back to my pals and hesitantly
demanded that the third assistant platoon leaders please attend
one practice and one parade, and promptly learned there are no
buddies in leadership. The responses were so mawkish I thought
my memo had mistakenly suggested they carpet bomb the
barracks during evening taps: “Sorry, Joy, even my sorriest kid is
more important to me than the highest Danish admiral.” But I
wasn’t asking a favor, I was assigning them to duty. I dug in my
leader-spit-shined heels, and ordered them to stand at parade rest
telling snarky, “Care for a Danish, Admiral?” punctuation jokes,
while I debated how to retreat to the viewing stand.
While the role of Coast Guard Cadet Protocol Officer is
ceremonial, the band commander oversees the Swab Summer
Band. There could be no higher calling than commanding the
band that would lead the cadets who would be the future sailing
savants of the U.S. Armed Forces across the rolling green
grassland of the parade prairie. If “the Coast Guard is the hard
nucleus about which the Navy forms in time of war,” as every
freshman swab knows, then the hard core about which the Coast
Guard forms is the cadet band.
In the swab band, I needed no friends, and my word was law.
If I said, “You, Miss Swab A, carry the big cymbals, and you,
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Mister Swab B, carry the little ones,” that was it. No debate. And
if I shouted, “Column right, march,” while we were parading onto
the drill field in front of the reviewing officials, they turned to the
right, even if I had cut the corner too soon and the sousaphones
were rapidly bearing down on the reviewers.
There exists in marching parlance a fudge factor for just such
situations, a command used only by band commanders, called
Guide Left (or right), and it means, “Wiggle your way back over
into the middle of the field where you belong, march.” The hand
signal is to carry the band mace at an angle and twirl it while
clasping the other hand in a prayer that the front row of marchers
sees and hears you over his or her own extemporaneous din.
Which, of course, they did not, and I finally had to turn and
join the band at the top right horn player’s shoulder and crowd
him left into the next horn until the front row of band-its finally
lurched left enough to miss the reviewers by inches, and the rest
of the band blindly followed.
The last command unit the Coast Guard entrusted to me was
the Swab Summer Band.
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Cellophaned

by Tracy Sparks

Rigid concave white to chartreuse
celery stalks are destroyers
of tuna fish sandwiches.
They sit on a banquet table
wrapped up
like cellophaned mummies.
The fibrous stringy flesh
holds the esophagus hostage.
No water can push it down.
Jutted leafy greens
are singing their own praises.
ZERO Weight Watcher points!
They smell of bitterness
and diet failure.
Fluorescent lights
flicker and cast shadows on
a polished wooden dance floor
while
a Jazzercise VHS tape
starring Jane Fonda,
sporting a unitard
and leg warmers
mocks us all.
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Mementos in an IKEA Box

by Tracy Sparks

Fragments and keepsakes
tossed in a black box from IKEA.
Almost forgotten,
stuck in a closet.
It was four dollars
for a pack of three.
That was in
2001
when catalogs were in print.
They had reusable blue bags
that looked
like giant U boats,
inked block yellow letters
painted on the side.
These three boxes still exist.
They traveled from the West Coast
where we first met
and I barely learned
how to surf.
What made the 3000-mile trip
in a U-Haul
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that you thought
would crash in Albuquerque?
A photo of Max pup
walking towards the
Doheny underpass.
A stick ornament of Sarah
standing next to a fake
Christmas tree with painted white snow.
The keys to our first home
that was 1109 square feet
with three desks squished in
the living room.
I had a conniption fit,
but you thought
they were practically placed.
When we fought
over money and high taxes
and
300-dollar haircuts
because I was afraid to say
no
to the girl
with chunky blonde highlights.
A stout red
laughing Buddha
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from a San Francisco
curio shop.
A metronome
that doesn’t keep a beat.
A rock named forgiveness.
A concert postcard
of a Smith's cover-band
handed out
when we waited
in line for
Echo and the Bunnymen.
Ticket stubs from Supercross
where I got drunk
on boxed Chardonnay
in a clear plastic stadium cup,
then fell flat faced
on the pavement
in the middle of
Anaheim.
A padlock with the code
still cemented on the back
that never made it
to the gym locker room.
An old cassette tape
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of His Holiness the Dalai Lama
teaching Happiness,
along with crochet yarn
to meditate with.
A ladybug beanie baby toy,
still tagged,
that came with a McDonald's Happy Meal.
A feel-good article about
Pierre the Penguin
in a homemade wetsuit.
A puka necklace
from a Laguna Beach craft fair
where ice plants and roses
mingled with the scent of the Pacific.
An old pink-slip
from the day
the housing bubble burst
and we lost everything.
A paint chip card named
French Buttercream
chosen for bedroom walls
that now belonged to the bank.
A map of Interstate 40
and a 3-day drive
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where we learned
there are different types
of deserts in America.
Happiness and loss all
contained with the past.
18 years, boxed up,
put back in the closet.
Online they are having
a sale on IKEA boxes
for $4.99,
so I went ahead
and bought three more.
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Choosing Between Deaths

by Crista Moriah Simonowich

I pushed open the door to a tiny weaving shop my aunt Hilda
frequented. Money was scarce, but I scrimped together enough
francs to purchase a particular hand-woven basket she had been
hinting for. While I paid the clerk, a faint whisper caught my ear.
Expectant and alert, I scanned the tiny storefront.
“Nurse Greta.” This time I saw a pale, forlorn face. It was
Havilah. Her deep brown hair was stringy with sweat, her dark
eyes panicked. When I crossed over to where she was hiding in
the secluded corner of the store, I noticed she was trembling from
weakness as she held a tiny bundle in her arms.
It was a relief to see she had survived the birth. I had my
doubts each time I saw her name on the hospital charts and
guided her to the examination room. The pregnancy had been
rough on her slender, girlish frame.
“Greta, my baby was born at dawn," Havilah sighed with
fatigue, "The Nazis came soon after. My husband hid us, then
acted as a decoy. Their watch just left the house. I was afraid, but
as I watched you walk past, I remembered your kindness to me at
the hospital and wanted to ask for help…”
She hung her head languidly at this last request, daring to
breathe the longing for rescue aloud. My heart broke in two. Her
pleading eyes met mine, a tear dripping down each cheek. I felt
my own eyes begin to sting with wetness.
Desperation was etched on the young mother's features; her
frail newborn's face pink and new, sweet and innocent as she bent
her head to kiss him with a low sob. As their complete
vulnerability seared my mind, it ignited a resolution in my core. I
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would shield them against the blows of Nazi tyranny even if it
drained every ounce of my blood.
Just as I began to reassure Havilah with my decision to help,
the knitting basket for Aunt Hilda suddenly grew heavy in my
hands. I remembered the peaceful afternoon she rocked by the old
window of her modest home, the sunlight streaming on her
wrinkled hands as they rhythmically clicked needles and yarn
together. She had always been loyal to our government and never
spoke openly against the Führer, even in private. Was it fair to put
her life in danger at her old age?
A fierce struggle raged in my soul. Two horrific choices were
before me. If I helped Havilah, my elderly aunt could be shoved
brutally from her comfortable home—and possibly shot once my
disloyalty was traced. The other alternative was Havilah being
discovered by the prying eyes of a German citizen who would be
eager for a reward from the Third Reich. She would die of aching
malnourishment, demanding labor, and freezing conditions in the
work camps. Her little one would wail and starve its brief life to
the grave.
The blood of my elderly aunt or this mother and her newborn
would stain my hands from this day forward. And I would have
to choose between those deaths.
A shuddering moan from Havilah snapped me to reality. The
soldiers were pounding on every establishment across the street.
“Quick, hand me your son,” I urged her.
The mother hesitated, kissed her baby’s face, and placed the
tiny bundle inside the knitting basket. I put the lid over and the
woven wood shielded him like Moses from the wrath of cruel
rulers, hoping he would not cry.
“Hide, Havilah. Hide.”
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She stood behind a thick curtain where the baskets were
manufactured.
A second after, the bell above the shop door jingled abruptly
as three Nazis entered. I hung my head, pretending to be in deep
thought about which item to purchase.
“Fräulein Greta of Frank Street, I presume?”
I shifted the basket and replied with guarded politeness,“Why
yes, that is who I am.”
“Have you seen this woman?” he flashed a picture of Havilah
on her wedding day before my face.
“She has been to the hospital many times these past weeks,” I
remarked evasively.
“Yes, yes. That is what we have been informed of. Have you
seen her today?”
Again, my thoughts became a tumult. I remembered the
Jewish midwives and contemplated the irony of the situation.The
priceless treasure I held in my hands did not deserve to be given a
merciless death. He needed his mother. I decided.
“Officer, let me be frank with you.” I glanced around and
lowered my voice, acting as though the next bits of news were
intended for his ears only, “The young woman was so ill when I
saw her last, she didn’t seem to have the strength to live another
day, let alone birth a child. Most girls like her end up in the ward.
I am off duty today, how could I possibly have seen her?”
My attempt at confidentiality seemed to appease his shrewd
questioning. A thank you followed his brusque Heil Hitler. I held
my hand toward him and mechanically mimicked the phrase.
As he turned to leave, a muffled whine escaped the basket. He
turned suspiciously and advanced toward me. His hand rested on
the basket.
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“Queer, is it not, Fräulein Greta?” The vice of fear choked my
response. Should I run? What of the mother?
Before I comprehended what was happening, Havilah flung
the curtain aside and rushed towards the officer. She stood facing
me, a silent plea screaming from her eyes. In one terrible moment,
I bolted for the back door with morbid, chilling words booming
after me:
“You, return or this woman will be killed!”
My heart pounded with terror. I wanted to vomit at the sound
of gunfire that followed, but I did not return. This noble woman
had given her life. Mourning her loss as I fled, I realized she was a
better one than I—of that I did not once doubt.
Yet, this was a minimal comfort. Frank Street was no longer
safe and her baby’s life rested in my hands.
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Half-Awake

Charcoal on paper by Ian Wishard
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A Visit From Santa Claus by Caryn Williams
Walking through Hobby Lobby the other day, I noticed they
already have their Christmas items on display in the middle of
September. What caught my eye, however, were the advent
calendars stacked on several shelves. Some had perfumes, others
contained socks – there were even some with chocolates. This
reminded me of our family’s green and red felt advent calendar
that hung on the same wooden paneled wall every Christmas
when I was a child.
As kids, my sister and I would take turns in December,
changing the days as the holiday grew closer. I closed my eyes in
the middle of the store and envisioned my hand switching the red
felt ball from one pocket of the calendar to another. My particular
memory today showed only one more week ‘til the Christmas of
1977.
I remember my sister and I sitting Indian-style on the braided
living room rug, wearing our Holly Hobby nightgowns, flipping
through the pages of the Sears Catalog Wish Book. We’d worn the
pages-out, circling all the toys we wanted like Barbies, bicycles,
Star Wars action figures, and Slinkies. This was so different from
the hustle and bustle of Christmases now, with Black Fridays and
Cyber Mondays, long lines at Best Buy, and clicking a button at
just the right time to purchase a limited supply of the latest
gaming console.
But back to the Christmas of 1977 and why this specific
holiday stands out in my mind. That year, Santa Claus would be
visiting the kids in our neighborhood. I would find out years later
that it was Mr. Eugene Eason, dressed as Santa. That evening, he
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would be making his way to our house and “all the good boys’
and girls’ houses,” as my mother would say.
As a child, I never really cared for Santa. I was one of those
kids that shied away from him at Christmas parades and
screamed my head-off when trying to get a picture with him at the
mall. But I was fine with admiring him from afar and mailing my
Christmas list to the North Pole every year.
I recall peering out of the lower front door windowpane of my
childhood home, with my nose pressed on the chilly glass. I
scanned the block, eyes alternating back-and-forth with
anticipation and nervousness, for “Santa’s” arrival that evening.
Thinking of this memory always warms my heart even as an adult
because I can feel my daddy standing close to me, with his arms
wrapped safely around my shoulders, to comfort those childhood
jitters.
This Christmas memory continues on as I stand in Hobby
Lobby, and I smile as I recall seeing Ol’ Saint Nick strolling along
the frozen grass, and I watched as Santa dropped suddenly to the
ground, then rolling all around like a pig rooting in mud. Santa
would try standing back up, only making it to his knees, then
dropping back down and scuffling around and around. I could
see an orange rope surrounding his red jacket trimmed in white
fur, shackling the ankles of his big black boots. I watched Santa’s
bright red hat shoot off his head, with the ball on the end of it,
bouncing up and down as it tumbled. The light from our front
porch revealed the rope was, in fact, a heavy electrical orange
drop cord my daddy had plugged into our house and ran out to
his eighteen wheeler’s refrigeration unit. My father was a longdistance truck driver and had come home for a brief stop to see
my mother and “his girls” before heading south to Florida. He
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had to keep the load of turkeys in his trailer cold, and Santa Claus
had now become entrapped in a cobweb of my daddy’s electrical
cords.
I remember feeling so devastated and sincerely thinking my
family had killed Santa Claus. As a child, my mind raced, and I
recollect thinking he wouldn’t be able to return to his North Pole
home. I pondered that he would never be able to see his elves and
Mrs. Claus again. My childlike mind thought of scenarios such as
who would take care of his reindeer and be hopping in his sleigh
Christmas Eve night to travel the world? I can still recall crying
and begging my daddy to go save Santa. Here I was in the little
town of Macclesfield, North Carolina, thinking every kid in the
world would be mad at little me. I just knew I would be put on
trial and must go to jail for murdering Santa Claus. I’d be hated by
all and forever be known as the kid who killed Santa. I was so
shocked and dumbfounded by my parents who were laughing
and running out into the yard to help Santa.
Santa Claus survived this wintery night after my daddy
untangled him. Santa brushed himself off, knocked the grass and
dirt off his big, round belly and belt, and repositioned his hat. He
limped his way into our living room and collapsed on the couch.
He gulped the sweet tea my mother fixed for him and took a
moment to catch his breath. I remember being in awe that Santa
Claus was in my living room and chatting with my parents.
Santa then spoke with my sister, and she talked and talked
about all she wanted for Christmas (her list was a mile long).
When it was my turn to talk with him, I climbed onto his lap and
gave him a big hug, promising I’d been a good girl all year long. I
asked him not to be mad with my daddy or my family. I had
wanted to ask him for a yellow bike with a banana seat and
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basket, but I remember thinking I was just so thankful to Jesus
that Santa was alive.
When we awoke that Christmas morning, Santa had left gifts
around the tree as he did all the Christmases that followed 1977.
Mr. Eugene still visited the neighborhood kids for years and years
after that, spreading Christmas joy as Santa Claus. I’d run into
him from time to time as an adult, and he would always give me a
wink, reminding me of the time my daddy and I almost killed
Santa Claus.
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The Loss Museum by Liza Wieland
The Museum of Memory
It’s wrong in so many ways, the line written on the blue tile
wall in the 9/11 museum. No day shall erase you from the memory of
time. Thus spake Virgil. Let’s unpack that, shall we? In the Aeneid,
Nisus and Euryalus had just ambushed sleeping enemy soldiers.
As punishment, the enemy decapitated these two and stuck their
heads on spears.
So those guys deserved it. Not so the 3000 people in the towers
and on the planes.
I’d really like to know who chose this particular quotation.
The one—maybe the only—thing that makes memory useful is
context. You might say the two are inseparable. Memory is
context. So that’s why the 9/11 memorial makes me so angry.
Also, I hate the whole idea of that blue tiled wall, the tour guide
says it’s every shade of blue you can think of to show that nobody
sees anything the same. Your blue is not my blue is not my
father’s blue or my mother’s. I don’t know what that has to do
with a horrible event that pretty much everyone did see the same
way: brutal, tragic, horrifying.
And on the other side of this erroneous wall are (we can all
agree on this) about 8000 body parts, waiting to be identified,
named, given context. Their families are waiting in the five
boroughs or in Boston or LA. Context.
The whole place is just dumb. Except for what’s above ground,
except for the water rushing down into those two dark holes,
North and South. Except for the etched names and the white roses
marking birthdays. That I like. The rose says remember the day
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you started out toward this place. The rose says maybe if we keep
going back to the beginning. Then the rose falls silent, doesn’t
finish the impossible sentence.
Years ago my friend Rae took her mother to the Museum of
Modern Art Memory Project. She says she thinks that’s what it’s
called , but she can’t quite remember, and then we laugh. But
uneasily. The docents there are specially trained to lead groups of
dementia patients. They are trained to make strong eye contact,
speak with emphasis, repeat themselves, listen more than they
talk. They know the people in their tour may exhibit poor
judgment, mood swings, abrupt personality changes, excessive
passivity. In the middle of a sentence, they may lose language.
They may wander away.
On Memory Project days (always a Monday), the museum is
closed to regular visitors. The first time Rae took Gena, her
mother, the theme was the modern city. The painters were French,
German, Italian, Mexican, and Dutch. Their subjects were London
Bridge, Dresden, New York. The guide asked progressively more
complicated questions: Where is this? What’s going on? What do
the people look like? What does it make you think of?
Gena, Rae told me, was having one of her more lucid days.
She was an educated person, a devoted museum patron. She
recognized the school of the fauves in the painting by Andre
Derain, and she growled like a fauve herself, a wild beast,
upsetting other members of the group. The Mondrian canvas,
Broadway Boogie-Woogie, reminded her of the wallpaper in her
grandmother’s kitchen, and she began to cry. At mealtimes, her
own mother had often shamed her for eating too much. She
would run from the table into the kitchen, where the bright
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squares on the wall seemed to mock her too. Her mother had a
cook named Sally, a Black woman who rode into the suburbs
every day from the Southside of Chicago, and made excellent
fried chicken. Sally would open her arms to Gena and feed her
warm biscuits from her apron pocket.
“So Mondrian was a mixed bag,” Rae said.
“You’re so good to your mother,” I said.
“She doesn’t really know who I am.”
But Rae was wrong, or else she told herself this to ease some
future blow, which would come from where she knew not.
Everyone thought I was out of my mind or worse—shockingly
cruel—when I took Gena to the 9/11 Memorial to see Rae’s
portrait. Cruel to help her stand and run her fingers, bent into
sharp sticks, over her daughter’s name, etched along the rim of
the fountain where the North Tower once stood.
“She’s down in there now,” Gena said, pointing to the black
square into which the water disappeared. “Way, way down.”
“She is,” I said. “And look! She’s up here too.” I pointed to
Rae’s name, the words that followed and her unborn child, and we
traced the letters and moved our mouths to say the words, but
without letting any sound come out because we were both afraid
of what sound it might be.
“I didn’t know that,” Gena says. Every single time we go. “I
didn’t know she was going to have a baby.” Gena’s voice is reedy,
a thin breeze. Her amazement keeps us aloft.
I never say, yes you did. Not once. Not ever.
“That’s good,” Gena says. “I’m glad she’s not alone. I’m glad
she has a little friend down there in the dark watery place.”
“I think I am too,” I say.
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You’re my little friend now,” Gena says. “It’s nice to have
someone like you, so patient, such a good eater.”
Thank you, I say.
Gena asks if I will take her to them Museum of Modern Art
again, like Rae used to, sometime soon. She remembers, she tells,
me what a good time we always have, how well behaved I am,
always making eye contact, how afterwards I take her to Shraft’s
for a soda and let her have as much whipped cream as she wants.
The squares on the floor, she remembers, were tilted, so that they
looked like black diamonds, precious and terrifying at the same
time.

A Museum Is a Haunted House
At first people kept these running lists, mostly in their heads,
largely in their nightmares, sometimes on paper, though it was
deeply frightening to see the words take shape on the page.
Sycamore balls, grapes, yellow pear tomatoes, eggs in the uterus,
currants, suns drawn by children ages 2 to 6, or children with
vision problems, or children alone in darkened rooms, oranges
stuck all over with faded cloves, so they didn’t really smell very
good anymore, cartoon dinosaur faces, a blood spatter.
This is exhausting, if you have the kind of imagination that
functions by way of comparison: a thing is only a thing, it only
comes into focus, when you see how it looks like something else.
Which is itself, in turn, like…. The rabbit hole is bottomless.
Just so you know: the SEM and TEM images you all got used
to seeing on the news, and in glossy magazines, the color was
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added later for clarity in order to understand how the spike
proteins worked.
Also: a rice Krispy treat covered in goo, chickpeas scattered on
a blue tablecloth, along with aqua gummy worms and green peas.
And yet from these images, salvation: a vaccine.
The scientists saw the virus in food images because they
worried constantly about losing their sense of taste. Around this
same time, Stanley Tucci was recovering from cancer and lost his
sense of taste—“it all tastes like shit”—but as if to cure himself, he
went to Italy and devoured the local foods and sighed with
pleasure. You wonder if losing your sense of taste always leads to
brilliance and beauty and recovery and the possibility of
happiness. You also wonder if you are—just a little bit—losing
your mind. You hear grief does that to people, and these days,
there’s so much grief.
The Magritte painting, Son of Man, if the apple were the RNA
cell. A map of the world, a cluster of grapes. I mentioned that one.
Already I’m repeating myself, replicating, by way of the host’s cell
protein synthesis pathways, like the virus does. Dali paintings
(those clocks), Rousseau paintings. A photograph from Trinity
College Dublin, which looks like sunrise viewed from space: some
force coming at you over the edge of the world.
My brother, who is otherwise a calm (unless provoked),
rational person, keeps a small collection of these sorts of things in
his house, on a table by the front door. Most are made of blue
glass. He works in accounts payable at a small college in South
Carolina, but before that he was assistant batting coach for the
Charleston Riverdogs. So he is used to fending off. That’s what
this little display does in his house, a kind of keeping at bay. I
think his idea is that the virus is a kind of vampire: if it comes in
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his front door and sees its own reflection, it will dematerialize,
suck up its own droplets, and be gone. I asked him what about the
back door, and that’s when I saw the orange with the old cloves
and a spiked steel mace on a rope. The Riverdogs’ mascot is a
hound snapping at a bat in half with its jaws. When I asked why
he was leaving the team, my brother said, how can you have faith
in an organization when the only merch available in their official
online store are logo caps and logo Under Armour shorts. Not
even a coffee cup or a bumper sticker.
Late one night, he told me the real reason he left the
Riverdogs. He was afraid. One of the high school recruits was
Tobe Elegba, grew up on Edisto Island, and brought the Gullah
culture with him. This was around the time our mother died. We
didn’t know how to get through it. Our father’s death ten years
before was bad enough, but now we felt suddenly and completely
like…. Well ,we had a hard time finding the right word for it,
though George Dickel, that most excellent philosopher, helped.
But most of the time, there we were, utterly exposed, nothing
between us and the big bad world. Like Adam and Eve thrown
out of the garden by their big daddy. But much worse, because the
ache was so far inside, and we would never get used to it.
One day, I visited my brother and found him and to be
painting the house blue. Haint blue, Tobe said. Next, they planted
a hedge of ice blue hydrangeas and a grove of bottle trees.
“That’s a lot of Blue Nun,” I said.
“You have no idea,” my brother said.
Our mother had become a boo hag, Tobe said, she was all
around, trying to get back into the world, to trade her life for
yours. He meant me too. She take your breath, he said, next she
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take your skin. We paint the house so no cracks show. No place
she can get in.
This made us even sadder. After Tobe left, we cried and
looked away from each other.
“You’re supposed to be the tough one,” we whispered.
When Tobe returned and said it was time for my brother to do
the seeking ritual, drink human blood and submit to the visions,
my brother knew he had to make a break. The Riverdogs seem to
be awash in Gullah. The concession stands at Riley Field started to
serve red beans and rice with the chili dogs and nachos. In the
snack display, packets of bene seeds had replaced sunflower and
pistachios.
Our mother’s power was strong, but my brother knew the
break had to be total, in the complete other direction. Tobe was
disappointed but reconciled. It come to this, he said, what
language do you cry in, Bruh?
Blue, my brother’s house answers, inside and out, blue
voodoo. Like all the tears in all our houses, a pox in them now.

The Children’s Museum
Rae and I met when we were seven, in second grade. She had
the blondest hair I had ever seen, thick like cream flowing out of
her skull. My memory is that every other person in that classroom,
including the teacher, Mrs. Whitaker, had brown or black hair,
even the other girl who fascinated me, called Gia. The next year
Rae was in a different classroom, with a teacher, Mrs. Nevins, who
also had cream-colored hair. All the blonde children went to that
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class—I believed they separated us this way. Gia was gone, never
to return.
Is it possible that in forty years, Rae and I were never in a
museum together, even in England when we were fourteen, or in
Washington DC ten years later? This stuns me, and I turn it over
and over in my mind until the memory surfaces or is created, I
can’t be sure which. The High Museum in Atlanta, a class field
trip. For the day, everyone wanted to be friends with our
classmate whose parents had died in the airplane crash at Orly in
1962, along with 106 people in the Atlanta arts community. A
Rodin sculpture, The Shade, sent by the French government, met
us at the museum’s front door. Rodin had sculpted a man bowed
with grief, who seems to be trying to raise his left arm or grasp
something. Or, I thought, this giant is reaching down to take the
hand of a child, our classmate. Losing both of your parents at once
would call for gigantic consolation.
Besides the Rodin, the French sent two paintings which we
must have seen on our field trip that day: Georges de la Tour’s
Mary Magdalene with the Smoking Flame, in which the Magdalene
stares at a candle. Her chin rests in her left palm, her right hand
lays on a skull in her lap. The candle flame glows bright and
stands tall. Anybody seeing a flame like that would take it as a
sign, a presence. The books beside the candle look like a twotiered cake, which is what Rae whispered to me when we saw it.
The other painting sent by the French was a James McNeill
Whistler, Arrangement in Gray and Black. Most people know it as
Whistler’s Mother. When the guide said this, we took a step back,
away from our classmate. Who knows why? Who knows the mind
of an 8-year-old? Maybe we did this out of respect. Maybe we
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didn’t want to be anywhere near a child who had lost his mother
so suddenly, with such violence. Or lost her at all.
I like to think Rae and I looked at each other, understanding
without talking. I would give almost anything to play this scene
back now and listen to her tell me how wrong I am to remember it
this way. How romantic I was, how forgiving of those children
who grew up to become her tormentors. And sometimes mine,
but only occasionally.
We would have left the museum in groups of four or five and
climbed back into our mothers cars—we traveled that way until
middle school, rather than on buses—and driven out of the
neighborhood in which none of us lived then but might thirty
years later when we became doctors or lawyers or business
executives or were married them and had enough money to make
the neighborhood fashionable. Rae would have been in a different
car, but I would have kept track of which one. The museum sat in
a kind of trough below downtown. We rose out of this low place
into the hills on the north side of town. It felt like the sky was
closer, the world opened and brightened.
I might not have thought about it, but I might have too, why
the French sent those paintings to mourn the loss of so many art
lovers. Grey and black and shadow, an old lady and a barely
dressed prostitute clutching a skull. Soo much darkness on top of
our grief and gloom. I might have known that another classmate’s
father was one of the lawyers suing the company that managed
Orly Airport. Wrongful death. I might have wondered when was
death not wrongful but rightful?
The school also sits in a trough, at the bottom of a steep
driveway. I don’t much like it there. I don’t like being away from
my mother. The other children shout, push in line, always in a
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hurry to get somewhere, to the next, better thing. On the way in,
we file past the principal’s office. We don’t see the principal, Mrs.
Floyd, which is alright because she has a tremor along her left side
and is a bit frightening. Later I’ll know this as Parkinson’s Disease.
Two paintings hang on either side of her office door: Renoir’s Girl
with a Watering Can on the left, Andrew Wyeth Christina’s World
on the right. I didn’t know then that the woman in the picture,
Christina Olson, was disabled and refused to use a wheelchair.
She crawled everywhere. That such a thing could become art must
have appealed to Mrs. Floyd. I might have noticed but had no
words for the fact that there is no shadow in Renoir’s painting.
The girl is maybe four or five, young, healthy, happy. She’s the
perfect embodiment of this elementary school: dressed by parents
who clearly have money, and lives with them in a fresh, green
space full of flowers. She doesn’t seem to need a nursemaid or to
hold her mother’s hand, though one suspects these women are
standing just out of the frame.
I must have wished I was back in the High Museum, with its
open, mostly empty—except for the walls—spaces, where
everyone had to be still and quiet. I am wishing for it now, all
these years later, an uncrowded museum gallery, polished floors,
one wooden bench, Rae about to arrive, my mother just out of
sight in the next room.
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Gesture Drawing of Dog

Pen Ink on paper by Angela Harris
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Cider Barrel

by Les Brown

Oak barrel rests
in timbered cradle
against chestnut log
wall of dusty granary.
Cider of sweet apples
ground by cog
and press of cider mill
ferments inside,
beckoning men
and sneaking kids
by twist of barrel-tap,
to taste the juice before
it turns to vinegar.
They sip and drink
the sour wine,
as did Egyptians
of pharaoh’s time,
ignoring the myriad,
writhing vinegar eels
in the cloudy
golden liquid
along its journey
to pickle jar,
vinegar pie,
and cult-avowed
miracle cures.
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Swing

by Les Brown

Fox grapes grew in the forest
on the hill beside the pasture
where golden broom straw waved,
vines crawling, twisting high
into oaks and smooth bark beech,
growing thick enough to cut,
and hang free for me to ride,
to swing into space, to fly high
until age and duty called,
until Mommy became Mom
and Daddy became Dad.
The grapes were bitter.
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Afrocentric

Acrylic on Canvas by Alicia Cogdell
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64745

by Jeanne Blum Lesinski

Numbers on the ceramic tiles illuminated from above by a tiny
bulb shone lonely against the shadows of dawn. How many
thousands of times for 45 years had I passed through the adjacent
front door without remarking the metal medallion below the
address proudly proclaiming that this 1966 built ranch was an
"all-electric" model home of the future.
Perhaps last acts, last glimpses, last words are framed in
memory in a sturdier fashion for their soon-to-be extinction. So it
was with Todd as he stood on the porch at 5:00 a.m. and took the
photo on his cellphone, finding a poetry and poignancy in the
reflection of the sunrise in the small panes of the front door
window. He and our older brother, Marc, were set to drive off
with the last trailer load of family belongings.
All else was gone: the rooms scrubbed and refreshed with a
coat of contractors' white paint, the lawn and perennial
flowerbeds groomed for greater street appeal, the porch staged
with a basket of red geraniums and a rocking chair. The realtor
only needed to plant a "For Sale" sign in mid-yard.
This departure was the leaping off point of two years of
dispossession. The winnowing had started when Mom's mental
disintegration crossed the bridge into dangerous territory, and
Marc had gently packed her and her immediate needs into his car
and taken her home to his, in another state.
When Marc brought Mom back to visit the following summer,
she and I had walked down the street to see neighbors who had
been rooted in place, like our family had, for a lifetime.
As we crossed from the next-door yard back into ours, Mom
had asked, "Whose house is this?"
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"Mom, it's your house," I told her.
It was the last visit, we all knew. Soon she would not
remember this home where she and Dad had raised six children.
At one point, she thought she had given her house away. No one
tried to correct her.
Stuck in my mind was a conversation Mom and I had had
several years earlier. We sat at the kitchen table, a long oak
farmer's table that could expand with leaves to seat twelve, and
often had on holidays. But this day it was at half size, and most of
it was covered with the encroaching paper junk of a cluttered
mind in a house bursting from the accumulation of decades.
With my teenagers Christine and Thomas, I had been visiting
to rid the house of burdens. For two weeks we had managed to
recycle junk mail and shred bank statements, to dump into a pit in
the garden spoiled home-canned goods, to cart unused items to
Goodwill, and to take to the curb a dozen bags of trash.
Pointing to an article in a religious magazine on the table,
Mom had said that if she were to have to choose what life to live
to come back in another lifetime, she would choose to be a Down's
syndrome child.
I peered at her, wondering if I had heard correctly.
"They don't have to worry about anything. Someone else
does," she said. "They live innocently in the moment."
Four years later, as she and I sat side by side in the porch
swing at Marc's house, watching the swallows feed their offspring
in a nest under the eaves of the house across the street, I realized
that she could not remember for more than two hours what we
had just done. I thought of her wish and wondered if it hadn't
come true.
With all the letting go on the journey we made as siblings
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caring for our mother entailed, I discovered a counterpoint in my
relationship with my brother Todd. He was in elementary school
when I had gone away to college, and then I married shortly after
graduation. Even though I rarely saw him, I knew in those brief
visits at family gatherings that Todd and I shared many interests
in art, history, foreign languages, and cultures. We could have
become fast friends if we had been strangers meeting in other
circumstances.
So, when Todd took leave from his job in another state and we
teamed up to “dispossess” our childhood home, it gave us the
chance to become friends.
Though the siblings had all come and chosen their
“inheritance” over the course of the prior two years, 64745 was
constipated, as Mom had often joked. It still required days of
sorting: decision after decision after decision. From until-then
undiscovered family documents and heirlooms to the minutia of
daily life, each item had to summon some thought to its
disposition.
Mom had once said that for anyone who knows how to read,
such sorting of family photos, letters, books, and papers was
paralyzing. She was right. Yet Todd consistently urged me--us-on. Once while in the basement where we had been sorting
grandparents' memorabilia from a trip to Florida in the 1930s, I
slipped into the laundry room. As I moved items to be sold at the
yard sale later that week from the washer to the dryer, Todd
called, “We've got to keep going. There's so much to do.”
With my espresso-induced energy plummeting, I burst into
tears: “I can't do this anymore.”
“Get some sleep then,” he said. “I'll be up for some hours yet,
but you don't have to.”
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I gratefully did, knowing that Todd, who works a night shift
and then might only sleep 4 hours of 24, would carry on as I
slumbered on the sofa bed.
By month's end with Todd at the house constantly and I there
when I could make the 90 miles from my home, we had nearly
finished the task. We felt drained, yet it was obvious to both of us
that while depleting the house, we were nourishing our love.
We shared memories of our family from our different
perspectives, reflected on present realities, and speculated on our
futures. All the while, we created some new memories of our
own—of sudden shifts from one task to another that we agreed
would have driven our methodical older brother crazy, of
finishing each other's sentences, and of laughing, giddy with
exhaustion and emotion.
After the yard sale was over and the unsold items donated to
recyclers and charities —and in the case of the full-sized windmill
once housed in the garage attic—a farm museum, we were far
from finished. We met the post-sale work with many deep
breaths, espresso, and the help from friends and neighbors. Some
came to clean and paint and garden. Others peeked through the
open front door and then came in with trays of food.
While painting the living room, I spun a collapsed stepladder
around and knocked over the antique floor lamp that we had
saved from the sale. The crash was followed by my exasperated
wail. Todd rushed in to find me unharmed, picked up the lamp,
and said, “No big deal.” I took a deep breath and felt a rush of
affection. He swept up the broken glass.
On the scheduled day, Marc drove up in Dad's old pickup,
hauling a trailer. It was my cue to leave our childhood home for
my own. After hugging my brothers and wishing them a safe trip
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the next day, I drove off. I resisted the urge to look back.
The next morning when I heard my cell phone chirp, I rolled
over in the dark and grabbed it from the nightstand. I was not
surprised to see 64745 shining out from the darkness, as it long
had, and long will.
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Moving On

by Shi’liyah Williams

During my early teenage years, my four siblings and I
experienced poverty. There’s a lot of things mothers never want
their child to experience. As a mother you always want better for
your child. You always want to give your child the life you never
had. The sad truth is if you aren’t as fortunate as other people,
you’re gonna have to work hard to get what you want and where
you wanna be in life. Nothing’s gonna come easy, and every
outcome will not be good. You’re gonna have a few setbacks, and
a few uprisings, but you should always stay resilient. Never think
that just because you have it now, you're always going to have it.
Life doesn't work like that, and everything you have today could
be gone by tomorrow.
At first, we were living in a Stay Inn & Suites in Stockbridge,
Georgia. We stayed there for about four months. To this day I
have no idea what my mom was doing to pay the hotel week fee,
but I know that it was getting paid. Living in this one-bed hotel
room with one long couch and a mini one was me, Shi’liyah (the
middle child); my oldest sister, Shilexus (second oldest); Shi’daija;
my younger brother, Shykwon, and youngest brother, Jarvis …
and of course, my mom, Tosha. It was the middle of the school
year. I remember the dark brown couches being slightly hard. I
felt like I was laying on concrete, but I didn't complain because it
was all we had. Shykwon and I had to ride the bus in the morning
and afternoon. It was extremely hard for both of us being the new
kids who lived in a hotel, getting bullied because we only had two
pairs of pants and two shirts we had to alternate between every
other day because we wore uniforms and weren't fortunate
enough to have other choices of school clothing. We stayed to
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ourselves, and kids being kids they had no idea the things they
said could hurt someone's feelings. They didn't know, nor did
they understand the importance of humbleness ...and it wasn't our
lesson to teach, so we stayed quiet.
A couple of weeks went by, and we were out of money,
officially, and whatever my mom was doing to keep the weekly
fee paid was not working anymore. So now, what do we do?
Where do we go? Will we survive? We had to be out of the hotel
by noon. I remember everything vividly because I don't like to
relive this rough patch in my life, so I try not to think about it
although this particular patch played a part in who I am today. I
remember us rushing everything into the car on a Sunday. Two
bins of clothing, three Walmart bags holding two packs of bread,
peanut butter and jelly, sugar, butter, a case of water, and vending
machine snacks. While living in the hotel we never threw away
empty bottles. Once all the good water was gone, we’d fill it back
up with faucet water and that would be our personal bottle. Once
we were finished loading the burgundy 2004 Land Rover, we
drove around slowly looking for cheaper hotels. When I was
younger, I always got Lincolns and Land Rovers mixed up, and I
honestly don't know why. I still do sometimes. We were out of
luck. We’d found nothing.
It was now dark. My mom was the only one with a license,
and she’d been driving all day, so of course, she was getting tired.
We pulled into a Walgreens, parked the car and got comfortable.
Little did we know this would be our living situation for the next
three weeks, yet we were still grateful we didn't have to live on
the street. It was winter, so it was cold. The heat didn't work in the
Land Rover so we had to get close and cover ourselves with the
few pieces of clothing in the two bins. We used each other as
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pillows. My brothers were small, so the two bins we had in the
trunk they used as beds; while my older sister and I were in the
second row laying almost on top of each other, and my mom and
oldest sister in the front had their chairs reclined almost all the
way back. The chairs in the truck were more comfortable than the
ones in the hotel. We'd hit rock bottom, but it didn't break us. We
still held our own. I couldn't tell how my mom was feeling on the
inside, but on the outside, she just looked exhausted. Through
everything, we still kept a smile on our faces because we were still
together. In the mornings we would brush our teeth using the
water from the water bottles, and to use the bathroom or to take a
birdbath we’d walk to the nearest store with a bathroom hoping
we didn't have to buy anything to use it.
For breakfast (and lunch and dinner) we’d have a choice: a
sugar and butter sandwich or a peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
You may be wondering what a sugar and butter sandwich is, but
it's just like I said: you take the bread, spread butter across, and
sprinkle a bit of sugar on top. My mom was born in England, and
this is what she’d eat for fun, so of course, the sugar and butter
sandwiches were her idea. We also had stale Doritos. I remember
how hard they were, and when we looked at them, they looked as
if they had a lot of sauce, but when we put it in our mouth it
literally tasted like nothing. My siblings and I joke about it now,
but back then that was the only snack we had. As time went on,
we were kind of on a schedule. My mom would drop us off at a
Mcdonald’s or Burger King where they had the play pin things on
the inside for the kids to play with the slides and other things.
We’d alternate between different Mcdonald’s and Burger Kings.
One time we even went to a Sonic. We had this little savings can
with quarters, pennies, and dimes. Unfortunately, we’d always
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only have enough to get one McChicken and maybe a burger.
Sometimes we’d split it. Sometimes we’d have our own. I’ll never
forget one time when this nice lady actually paid for our food.
Maybe we were taking too long to count our change, and she just
wanted us out the way, or maybe she genuinely wanted to do
something nice. She was an extremely nice person and didn't seem
annoyed, so I'm not sure the reason why she did what she did, but
if I saw her today, I'd thank her again and try to pay her back. I’d
most likely double it. I know she’d look different now, and I still
think about her sometimes, but I think that if I saw her today I'd
recognize her. I don't really know where my mom would go when
she dropped us off, but one day she came to pick us up, and we
had somewhere other than the car to sleep.
If you or anybody else were to ask us if what I'm saying is
true, woman to woman, my mom would say yes. My brothers,
still being young and still having the fear of being talked about,
would say no. My sister and I would say yes, of course. For now, I
can only speak for myself. I'm not ashamed of anything I've gone
through in my past. Everything that has happened in my life has
molded me into the person I am today. This situation in particular
had a bigger impact on me because it was one of the hardest times
in my life. It was one of those situations where our strength was
tested. This could have broken us. It could have been worse for us.
Even though we didn't have much at the time, I was still thankful
for what we did have. What if we had no food at all? No water?
No car? If I had to, I'd do it all over again, the same way. A lot of
people who know me and that are close to me still don't know
that I've been through something like this. It's not something I'd
randomly tell people. I'm a very antisocial person, but I won't lie.
So, if you ask me, I’d say yes.
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Time by Douglas K. Currier
El tiempo es implacable.
El que pierde palabras tiene los días contados
“Suma” Jorge Boccanera

Relentless, pitiless, implacable,
time is unforgiving. These
synonyms will be gone by morning,
and I will look for them
in my pockets, my bag, all day,
wondering if I’ve merely left them
home or lost them on the bus,
in the market, at a small café
where I reached for them
for the menu. I point as much
as I can. I pause frequently,
hoping memory will catch up.
It doesn’t help. My days are numbered.
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Death on Holiday by Douglas K. Currier
She doesn’t really take vacation
– so much work, but she escapes
for a long weekend here and there.
Used to be she had to pack
the three-ring binders, risk of death
statistics: names and addresses
and dates and times. Now, it’s all
digital. She can keep track
on her phone and sometimes even
work remotely. The old, she likes to do
personally – sort of expected of her,
and they will wait, hold on
– a death grip, until she shows up.
So, she packs light – a change of underwear,
something slinky for the evening.
She’s not much for jewelry or sight-seeing,
having seen it all, but she likes a quiet evening
in a bar off Recoleta, listening to old tangos.
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Never Heaven

by Katherine Brown

One morning in late May 1963 when I’m six, I walk to the city
park three blocks north of my house with my best friend, Judy,
who is almost five. I’ve been allowed to go to the park alone since
last year.
We live in a sleepy Missouri town. The city park is our whole
summer, filled with swings, teeter totters, a merry-go-round (the
kind you push yourself), two romantic gazebos with broken steps
and railings, and a huge, covered pavilion filled with picnic tables
and buckled floorboards that give off a hollow sound when Judy
and I pretend we’re square dancing. The park also holds the
municipal pool and that’s what we’ve come to check. The pool
opens in one week.
We monitor the filling progress every few days. So far, only
the “baby pool” is completed, with a foot of water in the big pool.
As consolation, we decide to play on the swings. I pump my legs
hard, let go, and fly. I wear a sailor dress, a hand-me-down from
the rich King girl my grandmother babysits for in Illinois.
(Grandma lives a million miles away, but sends surprise packages
of cookies, dot-to-dot books, and clothes between her yearly
visits.) I love the dress, not only because it’s from Grandma, but
also because of its stylish collar with blue piping and the flounce
of ruffles on the skirt, which stands out when I spin. I’ve never
worn anything so beautiful.
“We better go back,” I say to Judy. I hum as I stoop to retrieve
a penny stuck in oozing tar in the parking lot, money that can be
used at the pool’s concession stand when it opens.
An old man appears like a ghost in front of me, bald but with
silver, short sides like my father’s crew cut. He wears a gray one66
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piece jumpsuit and black glasses with lines in them. He smiles.
Old people, like my grandma, are usually kind to kids. He looks
important, maybe someone who fixes things at the pool. The man
squats, still smiling, peers at me, and asks, “Would you like to
come see it squirt?”
Squirt is the name of my favorite sodie pop. “The concession
stand is closed,” I say. “It opens when the pool does.” He ought to
know that.
“Come, little girl. Let me show you.” He points toward Indian
Valley, a rougher, woodsier park two blocks away where I go to
pick wild berries with my brothers.
It’s not berry season yet, and looking at the man’s hands, sure
enough, he hasn’t got a bucket. I don’t understand what a sodie
pop has to do with berries or Indian Valley, anyway. “No.” He
seems nice enough, but he makes me uneasy.
He puts his hand out for me to take. I don’t. He reaches for my
shoulder. I step out of his grip, pulling Judy with me. “We have to
go.” We make a wide arc around him. When I glance back, he’s
gone.
“Mo-om.” I let the back door slam behind me and find my
mother singing along to the radio, the old-timey song about lambs
and ivy, while she attacks the burner pans on the electric stove
with a steel wool square. I blurt out about the man and what he
said, half to show how I tried to be helpful to a person about the
concession stand and half to show her a stranger liked me, that he
saw something worthy enough in me to want to buy me a drink.
My mother stops scrubbing, her lips pursed and eyes hard―her
mad face. She gets that face a lot around me, my two older
brothers, and my older sister who giggles on the phone about
boys with her best friend Doris.
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I hang my head—I’ve done something wrong. I concentrate on
the triangle designs of her brown dress—her housecleaning dress.
I hate when she’s angry, like the growling sky of a sudden
thunderstorm that makes you jump. I worship her, this woman
who sings during her chores and creates silly dances to music on
the radio when she’s happy.
Without a word, Mom leaves the kitchen. I hear the familiar
latch of the bathroom door, keeping me out, her hidey hole. She
goes there when me or my brothers and sister bug her too much,
or when Dad gets started on us kids when we bother him. I hate
that green bathroom door, its paint chipped from my (and my
little brother’s) fingernails. She can stay in there an hour or more
when my dad gets into one of his moods at the dinner table. She
never asks about the screams and chairs hitting the floor while
she’s gone. My father never goes after her.
My two-year-old brother wanders into the hall and sees me
huddled, waiting. “Mama?” His lower lip trembles.
He presses his mouth against the wood, his fingers clawing.
It’s at least twenty minutes before the door opens. My mother tells
my brother to go play. I trail after her, studying her back as she
heads for the kitchen.
“I don’t know what I’m going to say to Judy’s mother.” She
glances at the phone on the kitchen counter.
Why does she have to talk to Judy’s mother? Judy’s mother
hates me. She stands at her sunroom screen when I play outside
with Judy, wearing the same angry face as my mother now, like
I’ve picked my nose in front of her or broken a glass. My mom
once said Judy’s mom is jealous of my hair because she can’t get
Judy’s hair to curl like mine. That sounds like a dumb reason to
dislike me. I believe instead it’s because I can’t do anything right.
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My dad tells me I’m worthless. He tells my brothers and sister
they’re good for nothing, too, but not my mom. She’s heaven.
“Do you want an apple?” I can usually get Mom to smile with
the apple trick, anything to get her mind off calling Judy’s mother.
Mom says “no,” but I take an apple out of the refrigerator
anyway, get a butter knife from the silverware drawer, and cut a
pumpkin face into it. Grandma sent one like that to my mother in
a package last year. It had made Mom cry happy tears while she
read aloud my grandma’s note, which said, “Boo. I love you.”
I put the apple on a blue Melmac plate and hand it over. Mom
sets it back on the counter without telling me it’s cute.
“I’ll have to call the police, too.” She picks up the phone book.
Police? Holey-Moley. I’ve done something serious.
My mother lifts the receiver and shoos me away.
I steal into her bedroom. I can’t hear anything—she’s too
mumbled. I adore this room. I come here whenever I need to feel
good. I like the way my mother’s dresser drawers smell like
church incense, and the neatness of her folded bras, underpants,
and slips. Her side of the dresser top holds a plastic Virgin Mary
statue and bottles of perfume―pale yellow liquids, all with flower
names like Gardenia and Jasmine. My brother Glen read them to
me. My father’s dresser side is empty except for an ugly green
lamp.
On her bedside table, my mother keeps her glow-in-the-dark
rosary, which she says every night. My parents each have their
own closets. I never open my father’s, but my mother’s holds
dresses I’ve memorized. When I ask her why she never buys new
clothes, she says, “I go without to provide for you kids.” She’s like
a Bible story, like those people who let lions eat them because they
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love God. I let my fingertips trail over the garments. They offer me
reassurance that I matter to her.
Mom goes to church every Sunday unless she has a fever. She
hangs crosses on the walls of each room in our house and lights
Advent candles at dinner the month before Christmas. She gives
up ice cream for Lent and performs the miracle of loving my dad.
She’s as close to God as anyone I know.
I don’t trust God. God looks a lot like my father if my father
had long hair. Both their mouths are open in a permanent holler,
their eyes fiery. Both are powerful. Both frighten me because of
their loathing of children. The nuns at school taught us that God
puts a black spot on every kid’s soul at birth, simply because we
exist, and adds more every day we’re not good. Unless we become
perfect, we’re doomed to hell, to roast in agony. I probe my belly,
trying to locate my soul. I want to find the black lumps and push
them out, but I never find them.
When I hear Mom moving around in the kitchen, I slide out of
her room and go upstairs to crawl underneath my bed. I stare at
the bedsprings holding up the heavy mattress. I wish I could live
here.
Mom calls, “Come down, please.”
A police officer stands inside the front door. It’s official. I’m a
criminal, though I still don’t know why.
“I understand a man approached you in the park,” the officer
says. He doesn’t yell or push me against a wall, only takes out a
black, leather notebook that crackles when he opens it, just like on
Car 54. “Tell me about him.”
I focus on the Billy club and handcuffs hanging off his belt,
wondering when he’s going to use them on me, and tell him about
the man asking me if I wanted a Squirt sodie pop. The policeman
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wants to know the man’s exact words, what he wore, where he
came from, and where I last saw him. That’s it. He doesn’t scold
me. Doesn’t arrest me.
My mother watches him descend the long row of concrete
steps to his squad car. “What on earth must the neighbors think?”
she mutters.
I mull over the mystery: her nervousness and anger, the
urging of the old man, and now the police. The police seemed
more interested in the man than me. Nothing makes sense. Mom
once said I should never take candy from strangers, but the old
man didn’t offer candy, only sodie. I didn’t take it, either. He did
make me uncomfortable, though, wanting me to go with him.
Maybe she’s mad at him for asking. An idea bubbles. “Do you
think the man was trying to kidnap me?” How exciting that he
found me that special, more than even Judy, to want to take me to
live in his house.
Mom glares at me. “It’s nothing you should talk about.”
Her tone means I’ve broken a rule. I don’t know all the adult
rules. I must have made the man want to kidnap me. Maybe he
liked how I dressed. I did enjoy my sailor outfit—maybe too
much.
The romance of kidnaping, though, is too thrilling to contain. I
can just see my next-door neighbors’ faces: Becky, Doug, Kevin,
and Keith, when they hear about my adventure. “I’m going over
to the Obermarks.”
Mom grabs and shakes me. “What in God’s name are you
thinking? Don’t you ever speak to anybody about this, do you
hear me? No one. Ever.”
Her tone reminds me how, when I was three, I pushed open
her and my father’s bedroom door when I heard them laughing.
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They cuddled close under the blankets and looked at me in shock.
I ran over and put my hand on father’s leg to pull myself up, to be
part of their good mood. My mother gave a blood-curdling,
“STOP! Don’t you dare put your hand there.”
I remember cringing in shame, terrified, and creeping out. I do
that now.
The rest of the day, I wait to die, wait for the sound of my
father’s car on the gravel driveway. Once Mom tells Dad she
called the police over the problem I made, he’ll murder me. I curl
on the rug, listening through the heat grate that carries
conversations from the floor below like a tin can with string. Mom
always meets my father in the back hallway. I hear her baby
babble, my father’s playful replies, and lots of kissing. Nothing
about me. Later, my mother calls me to dinner. Each step down, I
wish to disappear. I expect a punch from my father when I enter
the dining room, but he’s in the living room watching television. I
take my chair at the table, next to his—the worst spot. He comes,
sits, fills his plate, and says something nice about the pork roast.
My mother grins, touches his hand. The evening peters out, and I
go to bed without my dad uttering one syllable to me.
I never tell anyone about the old man. My mother never
mentions it again. I think if I had ever asked her about it, she
would have said it never happened. Nothing sinister ever
happened in our family.
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Adultery by Richard Natale
I was almost eleven before I became aware of the existence of
adultery. Later, in full adulthood, extra-curricular affairs were
almost a matter of course. But I was raised in a family where the
appearance of conjugal harmony was the norm. Disagreements
and there were plenty, centered on more quotidian issues,
principally money, but also a fear of disapproval (from relatives,
neighbors). My father harped on the former, my mother, mostly
the latter.
My main preoccupation when I reached tweenhood, as it
would later come to be called, was the incipient arrival of my
breasts. Flat as a board and rail-thin as a child, I sensed a force
pushing outward from beneath my boyish nipples. Barely a
bump, and invisible to everyone but myself when I stood in
profile before a mirror and jutted out the top portion of my torso.
An ever so slight curvature, but enough that my tee-shirts draped
less easily.
I was not looking forward to a full-scale eruption, certainly not
after viewing my mother fussing to harness her generous breasts
into the rigid cups of her brassiere. I once gasped when she freed
them from their strictures with a huge sigh of relief and they
tumbled out like water balloons filled with sand. I suspected but
didn’t dare confirm with mom that their size and composition
derived from her children being bottle-fed, as was the fashion.
Had the milk accrued in their containers and, eventually, curdled?
Was there no recourse to drain them, return them to a more
manageable size like my Aunt Silvia’s barely-a-handful? Would I
suffer the same fate of having to lug such ungainly bound cargo
for the rest of my days?
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At the time, I was still in full latency, having yet to separate
the sexes – save for the obvious anatomical difference, which
meant little more to me than having an innie or an outie navel.
While not technically a tomboy, I enjoyed playing stickball and
shinning up a tree as much as my brother. I also spent many an
afternoon with my dolls and the Ez Bake oven grandma gifted me,
though I resisted frilly dresses. And Easter bonnets. And curling
irons. Selfish and egocentric, I didn’t care a whit if anyone thought
I was pretty or sweet. My opinion was the only one that mattered.
And I liked myself just fine.
That didn’t last and it would decades before I returned to my
senses.
In movies, I had seen men ogle women in tight sweaters but
had yet to make a connection to real life. When my girlfriends
chattered on about boys, I filtered out their comments. My brother
and his friends rarely remarked on the opposite sex and, within
limits, accepted me as a playmate. When that all changed, so did
my comfort level around them.
I was blithely unaware of any sexual tension between men and
women or its effect on the marital bond. In my family and their
circle of friends, divorce was uncommon (even when husbands
drank to excess, or gambled, or were abusive) and marriages were
neither happy nor unhappy. They merely were. You grew up,
dated for a bit, got engaged, married and had children. The few
women who didn’t marry were pitied. The men were considered
derelict.
Granted, there were conversations among the adults to which
I was not privy. But my curiosity about my elders’ trials and
tribulations extended only so far that they affected me personally.
If my mother couldn’t drive me to day camp because she was
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depressed or tired, it only mattered because I was inconvenienced.
When she asked Mrs. Danbury to drive out of her way to pick me
up and drive me home, I was both embarrassed and petulant.
In the midst of my ingrained monomania, I accidentally
overheard the most curious conversation, my first taste of
intriguing gossip. It was a snow day and I was seated at the foot
of the stairs playing Scrabble with myself (my brother was
hopeless and my parents got distracted easily). The voices from
the back of the house ricocheted against the hallway walls as
clearly as if I were seated at the kitchen table.
Lolly Kosinski, who lived directly across the street, and whose
son, Tyrone, taught me how to spit, had dropped by for coffee.
Wednesdays were mom’s day off from Handy’s Supermarket
where she worked one of the registers. Lolly had rushed in from
the cold and shed her sheepskin coat under which she wore
denim slacks that made her ass look enormous and her husband’s
misshapen UVA sweatshirt. Mom was in a housecoat over a
discolored slip ironing dad’s blue work shirts with his name
embossed over the left pocket. He’d left at four a.m. on an
emergency call for a downed power line. He’d earn time and a
half, probably double time by the time he’d finished for the day.
As mom poured her a cup of Maxwell House, Lolly lit up a
Marlboro. “Yeah, he came home from work the other day and she
was gone,” she said and took a long suck on the cigarette.
“Those poor kids,” my mother replied, and I could tell she was
shaking her head from side to side while pressing the steam
button on the iron.
“The husband’s a wreck. Gets plastered every night and the
boys have to pour him into bed. I saw him driving to work the
other day. Looked like he’d aged ten years.”
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“Does anybody know where she went?” mom asked.
“Nope. But I’ll bet she ran off with another man,” Lolly said in
mid-exhale. “Otherwise, where would she go? Her folks are
dead.”
“No,” mom gasped, slamming down the iron. “She wouldn’t
do something like that.”
“Why not? I would. If I had a good offer,” Lolly said.
“Get out of here,” mom scoffed, choking down a derisive
laugh. “You would not.”
“Maybe yes. Maybe no,” Lolly replied with a false bravado
that I would later find commonplace among my women friends.
Mom let the remark hang in the air for a moment before
asking, “You think he hits her?”
“Well, he’s a big guy. And he drinks. But he doesn’t seem the
type.”
“There’s a type?” my mother sneered.
My parent’s arguments were often vocal. A few times, in her
frustration, mom had pelted my father’s chest with her ham-hock
mitts. But the effect was more comical than violent.
Not that I cared about the woman they were gossiping about,
though I did wonder as to her identity. Had to be a neighbor, I
reasoned, since Lolly had seen the husband drive past her house.
The father of two boys. Joanie Fisher had two boys, but I’d seen
out the front window that morning shoveling snow. “God forbid
her lazy-ass husband or sons gets out of bed,” my mother had
snarked.
That left Rita Buckingham, who lived at the far end of the
block in the white brick one-family with the pink roses on either
side of the front pathway. She’d been one of their best friends for
as long as I could remember. Rita was feisty and explosive and
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could be screamingly funny. She was compact and thin and
defiantly wore her auburn hair in a neat pile of curls atop her
head, a tower with no visible means of support.
I liked Rita because she always spoke to me like a miniature
adult. Lately, I’d shot up and we were nearing the same height.
She predicted that I’d be a heartbreaker but I should get a good
education anyway since kids from my generation were going to
need two paychecks to live well. A budding oracle, Rita was.
I could see why she might get bored with Chester. He was
English and reserved with the pinched expression of someone
whose shoes were too tight. My dad said he had a pole up his ass,
probably because he’d lost a bundle to Chester at poker. When she
found out, mom screamed at him like a choking chicken. He’d
used the money they’d set aside for a new sofa and she had a
terrible time canceling the order.
Mom was probably right. Rita wouldn’t have left her husband
for another man. In movies, that was something only men did. To
my mind, women were too transactional to get carried away. They
married to have a father for their children. In return for cooking
and cleaning, he went to work and paid the bills. Mom had only
returned to work after my brother Darryl started first grade, and
then for extras, she’d explained. Vacation money. Pin money.
Emergency money.
Like the money dad lost to Chester.
To be fair, he only did it that one time. After which he and
mom had their big fight. He also received a civil but no less stern
dressing down from his father in front of the whole family at
Thanksgiving. It was one of the few times I saw dad cringe.
If Rita left with a guy, maybe he made more money or she
wanted more kids and Chester didn’t, I argued. Did that mean she
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was going to divorce him and start a new family? At her age? She
must have been in her late thirties. By the time she had the new
kids and raised them, she’d be a worn-out old woman. Mom was
younger than Rita and, some days, she looked like she’d walked
home through a hurricane.
The little I knew about conception came from my older cousin
Clare. She made it sound distasteful. And improbable, since she
hadn’t mentioned that a penis needed to be erect or that the babymaking fluid was distinct from urine. All I had to go on was
Darryl. I’d watched my kid brother pee and couldn’t fathom how
he’d get his tiny penis into a girl.
Clare also neglected to introduce the concept of pleasure into
her tutorial. Or desire. Which was in keeping with my belief that
women were utilitarian by nature. They endured the disdainful
process of baby-making, just as they suffered childbirth. A means
to an end.
As I saw it, Rita had made a practical decision, though it was a
shame she’d left without explaining her reasoning. Boldly, like a
burglar, she had taken off with a suitcase in the middle of the day.
Adults confounded me sometimes. Still do. Only more so.
I decided to test my theory with mom, who blew up at me for
eavesdropping. And for having an opinion on the subject. “You
realize what she did, for whatever reason, was a sin against God?”
she said. “Even if he was the worst husband in the world, what
kind of woman leaves her own children?”
Pragmatism. There, I told you.
The wisest course going forward, I concluded, was to keep my
thoughts to myself. A resolution to which I adhered well into
adulthood. My eavesdropping, however, continued. And while
my mother had to be aware that I was lurking around the corner,
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she continued to plain-speak. It would take more than a nosy brat
to keep her from saying her piece.
Rita Buckingham was not mentioned again until the following
spring. Again, it was Lolly who broke the silence.
“Yeah, she came back early last week. In the middle of the
night. Let herself in and slipped into Chester’s bed without so
much as a by your leave.”
“Jesus,” my mother said. Taking the Lord’s name in vain was
reserved for tragedies and natural catastrophes. I was not sure
under which category the prodigal Rita Buckingham’s return fell.
“I was right though,” Lolly crowed. “It was a man. That fancy
dan mechanic downtown who fixes Chester’s MG.”
“She left a bank manager for a grease monkey? What is she
nuts?” my mother said. Again, pragmatism.
“She said the guy was a great lay,” Lolly blurted out.
“Shhh!” my mother cautioned.
“What? She’s old enough to hear these things,” Lolly argued.
“She isn’t either,” mom insisted. “Hasn’t even had her
monthly.”
“Lucky her,” Lolly remarked.
“And if she is listening, I want to make it clear that Rita is a
whore.”
“Aw, come on, don’t say that,” Lolly countered.
“And Chester’s an idiot to take her back.”
“He says he loves her. He forgives her.”
“Forgives her? How pathetic,” my mother said, in her spitting
nails voice.
“The boys are another story. The older one called her a slut
and said if his dad took her back, he was a first-class fool.”
“He’s not wrong.”
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“Still, at the end of the day, she came back to him.”
“Probably because the mechanic threw her out after he was
done having his fun.”
“Look. She admits she made a mistake. Even went to
confession. If God can forgive her, who am I to pass judgment?”
“Well, she’s never crossing my doorstep again. And if I see her
on the street or at the market, I’m going to turn my face.”
“Now you’re being harsh. She’s still the same Rita who’s been
our friend since before our kids were born.”
“No more. Chester can be her patsy, but what she did to those
boys is unforgivable. A good mother doesn’t abandon her kids.
No matter what. And that’s final. I don’t want to hear her name
mentioned in this house. You hear me, young lady?”
I quickly scurried up the steps on tiptoe, and it took me a week
to find someone to explain to me what ‘a great lay’ was. Clare had
no idea, nor did any of my friends at school. (Simpler times,
indeed). As a last resort, I approached Aunt Silvia, who’d been
engaged three times before she married Uncle Phil.
“Where did you hear that?” she exclaimed, and I didn’t lie.
She shrugged and made me swear not to reveal my source. I
was still young enough to cross my heart. The term, she said,
referred to a man who was very good at lovemaking.
“You mean like a good kisser?”
Silvia nodded, relieved to be spared the gory details.
“So, there are good kissers and bad kissers?”
“Yup. And don’t you forget it. I threw over the second man I
got engaged to because he couldn’t kiss to save his life. And he
had grabby hands,” she said with a squirm.
The connection between kissing and grabby hands was
beyond my ken, and that was the end of my interrogation.
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The following year, my parents informed me that I was now
old enough to walk home from summer day camp by myself. This
was before the abduction of children became a regular occurrence.
I’m not saying that it didn’t happen. But it didn’t happen to
anyone I knew and child-nappings were not reported on the news
or printed on the side of milk cartons.
One particularly sticky afternoon, right after I left day camp, a
car pulled up beside me at the curb. Chester’s MG. The driver
threw open the passenger door. “Hey. Wanna ride?”
Since mom had consigned Rita to pariah, I was hesitant.
“Come on. It’s too hot to walk. I’ll put the top down. We’ll
catch a good breeze.”
Figuring that it would be impolite to refuse, I got into the car.
Mom didn’t want to speak to Rita but she’d hadn’t forbidden me,
and it was none of my business who she kissed or had mistreated
her kids.
“You look good,” Rita said, as she got out of rolled the
top down by hand. “How’ve you been?”
I was flattered, as I was anytime someone asked after me since
I was the most important person I knew.
I was also wary. “Okay,” I shrugged.
Rita picked up on my froideur. “What’s the matter? We’re not
friends anymore?”
felt trapped. Like a rat, in a trap. A phrase I learned from
Bugs Bunny and would use well into adulthood. And whenever I
felt trapped, my internal censor went on the blink.
“Did you actually run away with another man?”
Rita plopped down into the seat and shut off the ignition.
Strangely, the question seemed to amuse her – she had a lovely
smile – but didn’t seem to take her by surprise.
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“Yeah,” she said, drawing out the word. “I did. And I’ll tell
you another thing. I don’t regret it.”
“But you said it was a mistake. And you confessed it as a sin,”
I said because I couldn’t keep my damned mouth shut.
“Good old, Lolly,” she said with a snort. “I’m not saying it was
the right thing to do. What I’m saying is that it was a worthwhile
experience.”
“How?” I asked.
“It was the first time in my life that anyone wanted me for me.
Not to be his wife or have his children. I’d never had that feeling.
He made me feel special.”
I was dumbfounded and Rita could tell. “Special?” I ventured.
She let out a long sigh and turned her eyes upward. Then,
with a nod, she turned back to me. “Take, for example, your
parents. They like you because you’re their daughter. And you
like them because they’re your parents. I don’t have any reason to
like you, but I do anyway. I enjoy your company. And you used to
enjoy mine. That’s what makes it different and special. It’s a
choice. Does that make any sense?”
It did, especially since her explanation wasn’t pandering. It
was honest, which I appreciated, even if I was not ready to grasp
its full meaning.
“Some of it does,” I replied.
“Don’t worry if it doesn’t add up. Someday, you’ll remember
and it’ll make perfect sense. What I’m saying is that I needed to do
what I did. To see what it was like. Did I screw up? Yeah,
probably.”
“But you said you didn’t regret it.”
“I don’t. What I did was good for me in many ways. A good
lesson.”
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I shook my head in incomprehension.
“I made a mistake. But it was my mistake. I let a man turn my
head. He’s not to blame. I was looking for my head to be turned.
Then, one day, I woke up and realized that it wasn’t for me. It was
good, but it wasn’t enough. That’s when I went back home. But if I
hadn’t done what I did, I would always wonder. Now I know
what it was. And what it wasn’t.”
I continued to shake my head.
Rita laughed. “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to unload on you like
that.”
“It’s okay. I’m glad you told me. I’ll figure it out.”
“I don’t doubt that. You’re a smart kid.”
“My mother says I’m too smart for my own good.”
“There’s no such thing. Especially for a girl. Come on. Let me
take you home. And please don’t tell your mother.”
“I won’t,” I said, then chuckled, “only because I’ll never hear
the end of it.”
Rita liked that answer. The MG left the curb, picked up speed
and the wind blew through our hair. Rita smiled and I smiled
back at her. It was a unique moment and one doesn’t have many
of those as a child or, for that matter, as an adult.
Just two people, a fast car, the sunshine and the summer wind.
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Egg Tempera by Sally Jacobs
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Plants by Jean-Luc Fontaine
Our marriage counselor told Michelle and I to care
for something together to help weed out
the problems rooted in our marriage, so that night,
we browsed the plant section of Lowes
and picked up a cart full of pothos. At first,
we bonded over tending to our plants –
sticking the moles of our fingers into dirt to check
for moisture, pruning the engagementgold turnings. But two plants turned to twenty
as Michelle brought back tangle after tangle
of leaves, and what few decorations I hung
upon the walls – my diploma, the framed photos
of the authors I loved – came down to make space
for each new prickly pear, for the senate
of succulents that now congregated on our shelves.
During counseling, I complained about
the plants taking over our house, but Michelle told me
that buying plants helped her forget about
the way I stuffed my anger into the soil of my subconscious. After counseling, I tripped over our dog
and landed face first into a cluster of cacti. Prickled
with rage, I grabbed our trash can and stuffed it
full of the plants strewn around our house: the dog
barking, Michelle near tears – vines reaching out
from the trash bag, wrapping around my hands.
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The Night I Should Have Died by John White-Singleton
The night sky was darker than most. With the dark comes a
briskness in the air that is special to an upstate New York fall. The
leaves begin to lose their hold on the towering branches. The days
shorten, parting ways with the summer to the coming iridescent
landscape as far as the eye can see. Little towns are always viewed
as quaint places where everything is relaxed and fancy free. Not
for us, not our town. Trouble had a way of circling around us.
Nothing too crazy, but there was that one time we should have
died.
The trouble that I mentioned didn’t happen out of nowhere. It
wasn’t a one-time thing, more like a pattern that had evolved over
time with increasingly stupid decisions. I use stupid now, but at
the time these were some of the best ideas we had ever come up
with. The events of this night were ones that I shouldn’t have
walked away from. Thankfully we did. Everything started when
someone had the great idea to make the one-and-a-half-hour drive
to Canada to go to the clubs. The joys of living near the border
before US Customs decided Canada was its own country and
made passports mandatory for “international” travel.
Five friends climbed into a 1991 Acura Integra RS and headed
toward the border. Kale was sitting shotgun. He would be
responsible for navigation making sure I, the driver, didn’t
become the target of any unwanted pranks on the
road. Dangerous? Yes, but they still happened way too often. Seth
sat in the back. He was always the one to get everyone going He
was the oldest and should have known better. Regardless of
intentions, we usually followed his lead. One time it led to three
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of us waking up in a strange house, one of us with alcohol
poisoning but I won’t get into who it was.
It was Kale. UV cherry vodka still makes him sick just by
saying the name near him.
Dudley and Mark sat in the back, squished together. Most
people would have said it wasn’t worth the trip, but Canada had
something so alluring, they would have sat through a ride twice
as long. Duty Free. That’s right, Canada has duty free alcohol and
tobacco products right across the border. And the limit per person
was generous enough to warrant such a trip. 100 cigars with no
tax. 200 cigarettes and 1 bottle of liquor. Not to mention a
generous exchange rate. Five people meant they pretty much
cleaned house.
But what would someone want with 100 cigars, or 300 since
their friends didn’t want any? Well, I can promise you it had
nothing to do with an illegal resale distribution out of their college
dorm. That would have been both morally and legal wrong. So,
we will just assume they liked a cigar with their nightly scotch.
We approached the bridge that spanned across the Niagara
River. Just our luck; we hit bumper to bumper traffic. We could
see the maple leafs flying not 100 yards in front of us. Behind us
were 60 cars and a line of Old Glory’s waving in the breeze. To be
so close to our destination but so far was nerve-racking. It wasn’t
all bad though. In fact, for Kale, it turned out to be the best stroke
of bad luck he’s ever had.
Looking out the window I saw someone I recognized.
Strangely enough it was someone who I had known for a few
years from my days as a high school wrestler. I honked the horn
to catch her attention and it worked. Next thing we knew, the
front and back windows of her F-150 were down and we were all
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sitting on the Rainbow Bridge, doing the infamous “How are
you?”, “You look great!”, “What brings you guys out here?” thing.
They said they were going out for drinks and dancing. Without
missing a beat, Seth invited them to join us for the night. They
agreed. Later we would find out that they weren’t really coming
to Canada to go dancing. They just didn’t want to say they were
going to the strip club.
This next moment would change Kale’s life forever.
“Dibs on the girl in the middle in the back!” is all he said. They
would be married in 2013. I like to think it was all because of me.
Sure, he had something to do with it, but I had a big part in their
meeting, so you’re welcome kale.
After a night of dancing, romancing, and life altering events
we headed back across the border to head home. I should mention
that I never put much thought into why Mark asked for my keys
when we were at the club. Maybe he forgot his phone, or needed
some gum? Either way I just handed them to him without ever
asking why. That would turn out to be a mistake.
When we got back to the border, we gave the customs agent
our ID’s and waited for any questions he might have. One by one
he asked for our names, matching our pictures to make sure the
right person answered, and then asked a random question to
check how we answered. Mainly concerned about our intoxication
level. Everything was fine till he asked Dudley where he was
born.
Now Dudley had drank A LOT that night. The warm air from
the heater was starting to make the booze hit him just a little
more. So, when asked where he was born her replied “Rossestrrr.”
The agent asked again, “Where were you born?” To which Dudley
said a little louder, “Rochssstrr.”
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“One more time,” said the border agent.
“Rochhesstrrrr!” Dudley said loudly.
“Get him home,” was all the agent said as he handed us our
IDs.
I’d like to say that it was an isolated incident. That we hurried
home and got ourselves to our beds with not a hair out of place
the rest of the night. That would be fiction. Instead, we would get
about 30 minutes from our quiet little farm town and much to our
dismay, blue lights would show up in my rear-view mirror. I
pulled over and waited for the worst. We weren’t in Canada
anymore, and I had been drinking. Did I mention I wasn’t 21 yet?
I mean if I was 21, I wouldn’t have had to drive 60 miles to have a
good time.
“License and registration,” the officer asked. Not just mine.
No, the officer wanted everyone’s IDs. We got them together and I
handed them to him. He took his time looking at them, looking at
us, and back at the ID’s. Once he had done that he asked for
names. Of course, we had just done this an hour ago at the border,
so we were well practiced. He started with me.
“John?” he asked.
I raised my hand. This would continue without any issues for
Kale, Seth, and Dudley. Yeah, we had been drinking, but it’s a
simple question. Your name. You’ve answered this same question
every day from kindergarten on through graduation. How hard
can it be?
“Mark?” he asked, pointing his flashlight into the far corner of
the back seat.
“T-they call me Mulletman,'' Mark said, quietly.
The officer was shocked and convinced he had misheard the
kid in the back of the car, so he asked him again, “Mark?”
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Again, Mark replied with the same outlandish remark that
had warranted the officer to repeat the question, only this time he
said it a little louder and with more bravado. “They call me
Mulletman.”
No one has ever called him “Mulletman.”
The officer looked at me, dropped his arms and told me to get
out of the car. At this point I am simply trying to explain to the
officer that I know he’s drunk, that we were in Canada when we
consumed the alcohol, and I’m just trying to get him home safe.
The officer understood but did tell me to keep him quiet or he
would arrest him. Mark shut his mouth after that.
Once the officer was done, he told us to get home safe and
make sure I don’t go over the yellow line again. It should be
mentioned for clarity that I never crossed the yellow line. I barely
had my tire contact it, let alone go over it. After that he drove off
leaving us on the side of the road. Seth asked if he could get out
and get his jacket out of the trunk before we started driving again.
He didn’t grab his jacket. He didn’t even have a jacket. What he
did have was a case of fireworks. Mortars.
Of course, no one told me about this fun phase of the drive
home. No one told me they were using my car to transport illegal
fireworks across international borders. Why would they? I
eventually found out about this contraband not by my friends
telling me about them, but by a bright flash of light and a rattling
explosion 20 yards to my left. Not only were my friend’s lighting
fireworks inside my moving car, not only were they lighting these
explosive balls of death from the back seat, but they were lighting
them and not chucking them out the window until the wick had
disappeared inside the mortar. That left approximately 0.5 to 1.5
seconds until they would streak across the air from the explosive
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power and explode into shimmering stars of green, blue, and red
light in the tree line. One wrong move and it was over. Drop the
mortar on the floorboard, BOOM. Mistime your throw, BOOM.
Hit the window as your throw, BOOM. Luck is all that kept us
alive that night.
We got home and everyone went to sleep. Mark didn’t
remember anything and to this day still doesn’t believe it all
happened. We all do crazy things, and some crazier than others. I
can’t put into words how that night affected me then and looking
back I can’t be sure I ever will be able to nail it down. But it shook
me the next morning. So, heed my warning. The next time four of
your friends want to go out on the town and cause some ruckus,
drive separately and always check your trunk.
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In Therapy by David Poston
Let’s say you’re God.
Why not? Go on.
And I come to you, and the only thing on my mind is what song
Claude Hannon would be playing.
Okay…?
When we were little, the Hannon boys would come watch
television at the parsonage. They didn’t have a TV, and I think
they still had an outhouse, but I remember all of us kids watching
cartoons like we’d never seen anything so funny.
You and your sisters were allowed to watch cartoons, then.
Every Saturday morning.
And you thought they were funny.
But we didn’t let it show, remember? We just took them in, like
Sunday worship and Sunday night training union and
Wednesday prayer meeting. And the two Hannon boys, with their
big, hollow eyes and their home haircuts—they had lines of black
dirt in the wrinkles of their necks—they’d bounce on our couch
with their bony legs sticking straight out and laugh their fool
heads off at Tom and Jerry, and we watched them watch.
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And you were brought up to be ashamed of that kind of behavior?

I wouldn’t say ashamed. More like aloof, or above. We watched
them watch TV, took in the show once removed. Like you, here.
But what about the song?
Don’t pretend you don’t know where this is going. I remember
never knowing how to react to anything. Mother and Daddy
didn’t react at all to most things. We had to act proper, which
most people obviously can’t seem to do. Those Hannon boys were
the first people I’d ever seen who didn’t realize they were being
watched and judged.
The way your mother judged?
But not in words. Mother would never commit that sin. With her
eyes, and the way she pursed her lips when she hissed down the
pew at one of us, just before she would…Anyway, the tuba. In
this cartoon, there was a horse blowing fire out of a tuba, and
Claude looked like he was about to wet himself, laughing and
bouncing like he had a couch spring poking his bony ass. A long
time after, I kept imagining him finding a fire-breathing tuba and
burning down their little house. He’d be blasting out flaming
notes, and flaming tongues would be flickering out from the
windows.
You daydreamed this often?
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I must have really wanted to see it, because I daydreamed about it
a lot. Fit in well with a Pentecostal sermon. It got me pinched a
few times by Mother, though, because I would close my eyes tight
during the singing. I was trying to see which hymn would make
me see Claude and his tuba, but she thought I was sleeping.
But you never found the right song
What I realize now, though, is that seeing their little house going
up in flames made me understand where miracles come from.
Don’t you think miracles should be good?
I’ve studied on that. People say the Lord works in mysterious
ways, right?
I’ve heard that.
But we want to choose the miracles. Maybe causing a perfectly
good plane to fall out of the sky is a miracle. If you’re not bound
by the laws of physics, and a flame-throwing tuba strikes your
fancy, why not? It’s your cartoon. You have eternity; maybe you
take spells where you do different things. Am I right?
Well…?
Maybe you decide not to do miracles for ten thousand years, to
see who keeps the faith. Eternity doesn’t matter any more than
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time does for me in here. Who else has mind enough and time to
chase every whim? And admit it. You don’t care about the tuba or
the house in flames or who’s watching the show. All you care
about is the song. What do you say?
Well… I would say your time here is done.
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Study in Atmospheric Perspective

Graphite on paper by George Daniel Temple
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George

by Jean-Luc Fontaine

When my family first moved
to the sandfreighted state of Florida,
I caught a hermit crab
in an old, dusty shoebox.
I called him George,
and bought an aquarium
from Goodwill –
taped strips of seaweed
to the sides
like matted mermaid
hair extensions.
I was too shy to talk
to the kids throwing
their football
up and down the street,
so instead, I would watch
George
wave his giant claw
back and forth
like a baton –
side-step around the edges of his cage,
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like a person
in a dark room
fumbling for a light switch.
When mom and dad
went off to work,
George and I
would table-chat over peanut
butter sandwiches,
and I would tell him how
I missed
the kelpgreen hills of Georgia,
the school of cows
grazing on the slopes.
Two months captive,
then George escaped –
pulled himself free
from the plastic bowl
I would keep him in
when I would wipe
the brackish slime
from his cage.
I searched for days
by myself –
crying as I scraped chair
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against marble,
listening to the boys
yelling, Over here
no one’s guarding me,
right outside my door.
On the first Saturday
dad wasn’t busy with work,
I asked him to pull out
all the things too heavy for me
to move,
and it was behind the fridge
that I found George –
now hulled and dusty,
his arms raised to the sky,
like a little boy
who’s just scored a touchdown.
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After the Storm

Acrylic on Canvas by Alicia Cogdell
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Walking,Waiting

by Savannah Little

I saw my mother
When I stopped by her house
For a bottle of water.
It was 86 out,
Or so said
The sign at the bank
That I passed on the street
Where I saw a couple eating
At the library.
They were waiting
For their next bite,
And the girl in the car
Was waiting outside
The doctor’s office.
I don’t know why,
Just that the lady,
Who drives a Corolla,
Was waiting for the stroller
To be tucked in her trunk
Before she took off to,
Well, I don’t know where,
Just that there were smells in the air.
Some were imagined
And triggered by sight
Of a Dubble Bubble wrapper,
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A tennis ball,
A pile of leaves,
And – is that barf?
I don’t know.
I don’t know,
But I’m waiting too,
Waiting while I walk,
Getting hungry,
Smelling food.
I’m waiting like the mailman,
For that dog to SHUT UP.
I think before that happens,
The gaping hole
By the baseball field
Will swallow me up.
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Choices, undecidedly

by Savannah Little

Habitually rising
And the things after that,
Habits too.
Like the way I heat the kettle,
Or place the fruit in the bowl.
How I cuff my pants
And tuck my shirt
And rub the scent into my skin.
Yesterday and tomorrow.
Again and again.
The difference is in the wondering,
Why I do these things,
Why I don’t do those,
Why the man in the green truck waved at me,
And if he sorted me like plastic shapes
Into correlating holes.
Why’d the bus driver?
Or that couple walking side-by-side.
Was it out of obligation?
Or habit,
Or did it leave them satisfied?
And is this
The upper hand?
I’ll think about the birds I heard for hours.
They were somewhere in a tree.
I couldn’t see,
But I heard them call,
Animatedly,
And I wonder if they’re happy,
Because they never consider me.
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River Treasures

by Caryn Williams

The “32nd Annual Fall Festival” oversized banner swayed in
the cool autumn wind, as smells of buttered popcorn and candy
apples drifted down Main Street in Tarboro, North Carolina.
Small children begged and bargained with their parents to take
them on the Ferris wheel ride “just one more time,” and
grandparents hobbled back to their cars, holding trophies of
turkey legs and kettle corn. Trellis thought for most people, this
would seem ideal, straight out of a story book, but she longed for
the larger city-life, with large department stores, cars honking
their horns, libraries with thousands of books, joggers rushing by,
and busy streets where she could get lost among the crowds.
Her dad, Tom Taylor, had taken her to the town’s festival with
hopes that she would meet new friends to occupy her time and
get her out of the house. The “new” house, well that was quite
different from what she grew up in, with its huge rooms and high
ceilings; it seemed more of a museum than a home. Built in the
1920s, most of the rooms were bare, with minimal furniture and
nothing hanging on the walls. No pictures or paintings, none of
her mom’s knick knacks that once decorated their old home were
to be displayed. Trellis and her father had moved out to the
country only a few months ago. It had been her great aunt’s
house, and since her mom passed away last year, her dad decided
living in the sticks could be therapeutic for them both.
However, since moving, Tom was consumed with work. He
was an accountant for the town’s only firm, working long hours to
prove himself to the owner and the townspeople. Most nights
after a microwaved supper, he was drowning in piles of papers. If
it wasn’t mountains of files he was working on; he was drowning
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himself in Jim Beam on the weekends. His other form of therapy
was playing video games into the wee hours of the night,
blocking-out the real world going on around him. Trellis would
shout at him for being out of toilet paper or she would yell at him
that she could not fall asleep at night, but Tom could hear neither
complaint with his headphones on. Or at least chose not to
respond.
After buying a sweet tea and cotton candy, Trellis wandered
back home to let Toby, her small black toy poodle, out of his crate.
She had gotten him almost two years ago for her sixteenth
birthday, and he had not really left her side since. Toby nibbled at
his dog food, while the cotton candy melted in Trellis’s mouth,
reminding her of the elementary school carnivals they had back
home many years ago. Cora, her best buddy at Living Hope
School, would always be hand-in-hand with Trellis, skipping
down the sidewalk, playing hopscotch, and singing ring-aroundthe rosie. Cora moved away when they were nine years old, and
she hadn’t had a best friend like her since. Sure, she had girls she
hung-out with and took duck- faced selfies with while in the
hallways of high school. They’d sit together at cold Friday night
football games, but none were genuine, none were loyal to Trellis,
or to each other, for that matter. Toby was the only being she
could share her thoughts with. It was his soft fur that caught her
tears at night when she was left out of parties or sleepovers.
Could Trellis find a new friend, a true friend in this small new
town? Would Toby be her only confidant? She wandered
upstairs after washing her face and brushing her teeth with Toby
underfoot to her bedroom. Lifting the old windowpane, she gazed
at the bright full moon and longed to have her mom come brush
her brown hair and ask how her day had been. What would her
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mom think of this new town and bare walls? Trellis smiled and
closed her eyes, trying to remember the smell of her mom’s
lavender lotion.
Jerking Trellis from her thoughts was a shrieking howl
bellowing from the dark woods behind her house. Toby jumped,
too, scampering underneath Trellis’s quilt to hide. What could it
be? A wolf? A mountain lion? Coyote? It cried out once more as
Trellis slammed her window shut as she thought of Freddie
Kruger and Michael Myers lurking in the forest. She cuddled with
her furry friend under the quilt until drifting off to sleep.
The bright sun peeked through the lace curtains into Trellis’s
bedroom. She blinked a few times; and as she stretched from
beneath her quilt, Toby greeted her with kisses. His wet nose
nuzzled her neck.
She wandered downstairs after getting dressed, to the smell of
bacon and eggs frying in the kitchen. It would only be a few
minutes before her father would be hidden away at his desk, with
the ticking of the calculator and his pen, scribbling across papers
and files. He kissed Trellis’s forehead as he handed her a glass of
orange juice and her breakfast plate. It was moments like these
that Trellis longed-for and wished her mother was here in the
kitchen with them as a family once more.
“I think I’ll walk down to the river this morning,” Trellis
muttered while shoving warm buttered toast in her mouth. She
tore-off a piece of bacon then passed it down to Toby, nudging at
her feet underneath the old wooden table.
“Don’t be gone for too long,” her dad replied, folding his
newspaper down beside him. “I don’t like you in those woods by
yourself.”
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“I won’t be alone, Dad. I’ll have the best guard dog ever with
me, my fierce and ferocious, Toby.”
Trellis and her father both chuckled as they watched small
fluffy Toby wrestle with a piece of scrambled egg that had fallen
to the floor. Her father then grabbed his reading glasses and pen,
heading to his home office to work, as usual.
As Trellis sipped her orange juice, she glanced at the Sunday
paper her father had left on the table. Yesterday’s fall festival
pictures were already posted on the front page of The Edgecombe
Reflector. The first picture showed the lady who ran the town’s
only clothing store on Main Street, with her blue ribbon-winning
pecan pie. Trellis laughed out loud, making Toby jump, as she
thought of her history teacher pronouncing it “pee-can,” last
Tuesday. The other students in class didn’t seem so amused by it
though.
Next to the pecan pie picture, was Emily, a rather quiet and
shy girl in her English class, grinning from ear-to-ear, squatting
next to her prize-winning black and white goat, Billy. At the
bottom of the front page in bold writing, read, “Cow Patty Bingo
at Mr. Harrell’s Farm on HWY 258 Today 2pm.” Trellis thought to
herself, “What on earth is cow patty bingo? What bizarre town
I’ve been dragged into?”
She fumbled through the other pages of the town’s paper,
with articles on ladies with purple hats meeting for the Daughters
of the American Revolution. A few pages over showed an
announcement for Tarboro’s 261st Birthday Celebration to be held
at the town commons on November twentieth. There were
advertisements for turkey shoots and brunswick stew fund raisers
on the last page. Trellis wondered what planet she had been
transported to by her dad.
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After breakfast, Trellis and Toby wandered to the woods
behind her house. Tall pine trees stretched their branches high in
the Carolina blue sky. They formed a canopy overhead as Trellis
and her black furry friend ventured deeper down the old dirt
path.
Trellis walked carefully in the woods, trying to avoid poison
ivy vines covering the ground and tree trunks. With so many
leaves carpeting the woods, she wondered what snakes and
creatures could be lurking underneath. There was a calmness in
these woods during the day that hugged Trellis and felt like being
back in her old home again.
As she and Toby approached the riverbank, Trellis
remembered the howls she heard the night before and pictures of
werewolves pranced in her head.
Trellis’s thoughts came to a halt as Toby splashed water on her
shoes, while he “fished” for tadpoles with his face and tongue. He
pawed and barked at the small black dots fluttering around on the
river’s shallow waters. She knew they would both need a bath
when they returned home.
Trellis heard twigs snap and the rustling of leaves, causing her
to freeze in her steps. Could it be a wolf? An ax murderer? A serial
killer? She told herself no more binging on Forensic Files or horror
movies.
A small silhouette emerged from in between two magnolia
trees. Trellis could see brown hair kneeling towards the ground.
“Who, or what, could it be?” she mumbled to herself.
It’s Emily. The quiet girl from school. “But not so quiet today,”
thought Trellis.
“Thank goodness, it’s her” Trellis uttered, “and not sasquatch
with glasses.”
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Toby pranced over to greet Emily and shook water on her as
he slings from left to right.
“I’m so sorry,” Trellis shouted over to Emily.
“It’s okay,” Emily laughingly responded and rubbed Toby’s
black curly fur.
“You’re the new girl in English, right?” she asked.
“Yes, and you’ve met my dog, Toby,” Trellis replied.
Emily had a Pepsi in one hand and a paper bag under her
arm. Her small eyes hid behind her large, framed glasses, sliding
down her nose. However, Emily didn’t seem to notice or care.
“Don’t mind me,” she explained. I live close by and come here
a lot to hunt for treasures and artifacts.
“Here, at the Tar River,” Trellis doubtfully asked.
“Yes, here. Take a look,” Emily said as she opened her bag to
reveal many different small items.
“Here’s a Civil War button I found last year. This is a whale
bone I discovered while fishing in Old Sparta. These are shells I’ve
dug up here and there. And these teeth, they’re sharks’ teeth,”
Emily excitedly described.
“Sharks’ teeth and shells from this river?” Trellis suspiciously
questioned.
“Yes, from the Tar River. Sharks once swam these waters
thousands of years ago,” Emily clarified for Trellis.
Intrigued by her sasquatch acquaintance, Trellis flopped down
on the ground next to the river at the edge of the woods that have
now sparked Trellis’s interest. She rubs the top of Toby’s head and
ponders, “Maybe this small town I’ve relocated to isn’t so terrible
after all.”
Emily talked and talked on and on, and Trellis could not get a
word-in edgewise. She tells Trellis how her older brother is an
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Engineering student at NC State in Raleigh. Her father’s a farmer,
and her mother, a schoolteacher at the town’s elementary school.
She loves 80’s music and her dear dairy goat she raises for 4H,
Billy.
“To be so quiet in class, you’d never know it today,” Trellis
thought to herself, as Emily still talked.
As Toby started to wander-off, tired from fishing for tadpoles
he could never catch, Trellis remembered she needed to be
heading home. Between Emily describing the high school’s
handsome quarterback to the dull and boring Mr. Jones, who's
trying to persuade Emily to sign-up for the school’s Christmas Art
Show, Trellis asked Emily if she wanted to go back to her house
for lemonade. They gathered Toby and Emily’s belongings to
head back down the path to Trellis’s home.
“Dad, I’m back,” Trellis shouts, walking through the front
door, with Emily and Toby underfoot. Trellis hears no response.
They found her dad in his home office pecking away at his laptop.
Peering up with his reading glasses slipping down his nose,
Trellis introduced him to Emily.
“Nice to meet you, Emily,'' he muttered as he stood up from
behind his desk, covered in files and piles of crumpled papers.
“You girls are just in time to head to the cow patty bingo with
me. Let me go grab my coat,” said Trellis’s dad.
“Really, Dad? We are going to go to that,” Trellis asked.
“It’s really cool,” Emily exclaimed. “I’ll call my parents and let
them know I’m riding over there with you guys, and we will meet
them there. You’ll love it, Trellis, I promise,” Emily uttered.
Trellis parked her dad’s truck in the middle of the grassy field,
in-line with the other townspeople arriving for an afternoon of
bingo. Grunting and mooing in a wooden pen to the right of the
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cars, was a huge brown cow. The field was marked-off in squares,
forming a huge grid. Make-shift bleachers and folding chairs were
scattered along the perimeter.
Emily and Trellis joined the other high school teens gathered
under a canopy, selling tickets. “Pick a Grid Spot Where the Cow
Will GO for a $15.00 Donation- Prizes include a 12 Gauge
Shotgun, A Large Cooler, and a Kayak” the poster boards read.
“Where the cow will go,” Trellis asked Emily, perplexed by
the poster.
“Yes, the cow wanders around the field and where he poops
in the squares determines who wins the prizes,” Emily explained.
“Ain’t that some shit? Literally,” yelled Chris, the school’s
infamous quarterback, as he approached the group of
teens. Immediately, all the girls flock to him, even the guys
encircle him. He rested his hand on Trellis’s shoulder, tossing a
football up and down in the other. She quietly observed everyone
clinging to Chris’s words as he rattled on about a car he is
restoring with his dad.
Trellis had learned by now their names and seemingly quirks
each teen had. There was John, the kid with the brains, acing his
tests, and tutoring most of the friends gathered in the circle. He
seemed to be staring at Rachel, the prom queen type, with long
blonde hair flowing across her back. She tossed her head to one
side, hoping Chris would notice her. Then there was Kelly,
Rachel’s shadow that followed her everywhere, seemingly to have
no thought of her own. There were others gathered around Chris,
but they appeared to be the “in” kids of the senior class, Trellis
assumed.
Everyone except Emily. Trellis noticed that her new sasquatch
friend paid no attention to Chris as he continued with his banter,
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as a politician would from his campaign podium, or his teen flock
of geese gathered around. Emily’s eyes were focused down to the
ground with her arms folded tightly across her chest. No one else
paid any attention to Emily. It was as if she were invisible to them,
and it appeared Emily did not want to be under that canopy any
more than Trellis did.
“Let’s go find our seats,” Trellis said, nudging Emily. Trellis
decided to buy a few raffle tickets for her dad and hotdogs to
munch on as they head towards the wooden bleachers to find a
seat. The further away from the high school pack of friends, the
more Emily started chatting again. She chatted this time about the
big blue kayak she hoped to win so she could paddle down the
river, hoping to find more treasures.
“Your fate is in the bowel movements of a cow,” laughed
Trellis.“I wouldn’t count on winning that prize.”
It’s midday, down by the lake, but around this patch of life, it
always seemed like it was dawn. The birds overhead laugh
together as friends, the frogs, crickets, and gentle breeze all seem
to create harmony. The cattails and tree branches dance side to
side, as to acknowledge the creatures’ songs. The tadpoles bolt
along the shore, exploring every inch of a land not yet explored by
them. Lake water reflects the color of the sky, an orangish red, and
the water is still. The water is calm aside from the lily pads
occasionally nudged by the graceful wind, and the fish that must
certainly be blind.
“Wowwee,” I say aloud to myself, stretching and laying out
across my current fishing rock. “I guess I caught all the fish that
can spot a worm in this lake.” I really, really need to catch fish for
dinner tonight; the wife and I have been short on work. Once
everyone in town gets a pair or two of shoes, they don’t come
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back for more. We’re shoemakers, our shop is named Yazmir and
Vera’s, my and my wife’s names respectively. They don’t come
back for more because we’re good at what we do, but it also
means no steady money for food. I came over to this magnificent
area in hopes of finding a free meal for my family. But it seems
that the fish community has learned not to take the bait, and who
am I to disrupt this ecosystem and trudge through the water? I
may be hunting these fish, but I do not plan on disrupting the
lives of all that is natural here.
I grab my fishing pole, and my can of worms, take another
good look at this blessing of a view, and begin my 20-minute walk
home. There is always the option of going out to sea, the ocean
offers numerous types, sizes, and yields of fish. When I was a kid,
I liked the idea of pirates, minus the whole stealing and killing
aspect. Living life on the seas, a journey full of unexpected places,
and tough work. Of course, I’d only be able to enjoy it if I got
along well with the crew, a life like that is best spent with good
company. But those were just the dreams of a boy. I have a wife
and child, and I have to be here to support them. My feeling I
need to be there for them also deters me from taking to the seas if
only to be a fisherman.
I reach town still stuck in a daze of fantasy dreams and
pressing thoughts, Lezir the baker spots me and calls out, “Oi!
Yazmir!” he snaps me out of my trance, and I reply with a smile.
“How ya doin today, Lezir? Nice batch of buns I’m sure, I can
smell them from here!” We reach each other; with a firm
handshake he replies, “ah I can’t complain ‘bout much, just wish I
could see your ugly mug come through more often.” It’s
embarrassing to admit, but he, along with everyone else in town,
knows of my family’s situation. “Trust me, this ugly mug is itchin’
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for a go at your shop. Maybe one day.” We bid each other
goodbye and went on with our days.
After having similar conversations with various other
neighbors, I reach home with an empty bucket in hand, and an
apology in mind. Our home is always a warm sight. We built it
ourselves out of bricks. It’s small but very homey. Vera, my wife,
opens the door and begins welcoming me home, but before a
sound leaves her lips, Zema, our munchkin of a daughter, zips
past her and latches onto my leg. “Papa, papa! Me and mama got
to pick tomatoes from the garden! We got… uh...” She counts her
fingers when she needs help remembering numbers. It’s adorable.
“Seven!” Her smile could light the night sky. I transfer her to my
shoulder, “that’s great! You’ll be a farmer in no time, sweetie.”
Over Zema’s giggling, Vera walks over, noticing the bucket, and
hugs me. “You don’t have to worry about fish today. Maybe just a
bad day?”
I love her, she’s thoughtful, not to mention beautiful, and
always knows what to say to make me feel better. “Maybe, but it’s
not gonna stop me!” Zema pushes us inside so we can see the
seven tomatoes that both Vera and Zema have been working so
hard on, and I’ve got to say, not bad. Zema presents them as if
they were works of art, I’ll always indulge her happiness. Vera
looks over to me, “she’s growing up so fast, she really could tend
the crops on her own.”
I don’t know how she does it; must be that woman's intuition
thing I’ve heard about. It’s like she knows I was thinking about
going out to sea and trying my luck there. If they can both take
care of things here, I should be fine to be away for a few days. So I
bring it up to her, and of course, she supports me. “I think it’s a
great idea, and I appreciate you working hard to take care of us.
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You’ll have to convince Zema though. She may not be as
enthusiastic about the idea.” Our little girl prances back into the
room to unveil her final tomato. She named it Mack Daddy.
Admittedly, it was quite large. I’ll wait until she’s done, gotta
respect her for all her hard work, after all.
Once she’s finished, I thank her and congratulate her on such a
big accomplishment, to which she chuckles out of joy. Then I take
her hand, “you’re taking care of your family, Zema. You’re doing
so well. I want to do as good as you.” She jumps and excitedly
says, “I can teach you how to farm! It’s really easy, but you have
to be very careful!” But I shake my head and sit her on my lap,
“I’m thinking of going out to sea to see if I can get more fish from
there. You’re doing just fine here, and I know how much you like
fish. I just need to know if you’re strong enough to take care of
your mother for a few days.” She stops and thinks for a moment,
then flexes her muscles, “I’m stronger than Lezir! I beat him in
arm wrestling!” And, thus, I had convinced our muscle-ridden
munchkin to let me go.
I am extremely glad we didn’t tear down our boat to make
more shelves to hold shoes. I’m even more glad of the loving
family I was blessed with. I throw my pole and larger bucket into
the boat, along with weights, nets, extra hooks, wire, and poles,
just in case. Vera shouts through a window, “give us a minute.
We’re not letting you haul that boat to shore all by yourself!”
They come out and both give me a hand in lifting and pulling
the boat. It’s large, but not heavy, just right. After half an hour or
so, we reach the shore, and Zema rushes off to explore a bit. Vera
kisses me sweetly and wishes me luck on my trip. “If you ever feel
the seas warning you to leave, don’t hesitate to return.” I embrace
her and assure her I’ll be fine. “Make sure Zema doesn’t grow up
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too much over these next few days.” Zema comes running from
behind a dune, kicking up sand behind her. “Papa, I brought you
a shell! It’s so you can think of me!” I thank her, and hug her,
making sure she knows that I won’t be gone for long.
Then before I know it, I’m off at sea, paddling with an oar
being quite a workout in the ocean. Waving back to my loving
family, urging them to head on home before it gets dark,. it almost
feels like a dream. I hadn’t been sailing since I was a teenager.
After coming down from my giddiness, I cast a line while still in
shallow water. That way I can catch a small fish with worms, then
use the smaller fish as bait to catch big fish. Fish definitely bite
more often around dusk and dawn; within minutes I had a bite,
then not even a minute after that, another. It felt amazing to catch
so many so fast, but I knew that these were too small to eat. They
could only be used as bait.
After catching a good thirty or so bait fish, I paddle closer to
shore, find a shallow sandbar so I don’t float away, and fall asleep,
preparing for the morning to come. Seashell clutched in hand, I
dream of filling my family’s bellies, returning with unrealistic
amounts of fish, and never having to lift a finger again.
I awake shortly before the sun rises. Perfect timing! I paddle
far out and decide it’s far enough when I can barely see the shore.
I cast the first line. The small fish on my hook takes off, but isn’t
strong enough to pull the boat or myself. This will most certainly
take more time than getting the smaller fish. But I’m optimistic
and patiently wait for any sign of success.
The day nears its end, and honestly, I’m feeling discouraged. I
hadn’t caught one fish. I have nothing to show for my time here. I
look up to the sky; it’s clear, not a cloud in sight. The sun has
turned that orangish-red color that reminds me so much of my
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beautiful fishing lake. I pull my line in for the night and let the
fish I used as bait go back into the ocean. They did their time and
lived; they earned their freedom.
I fall asleep, shell in hand, and dream of the beauty I had
missed at the lake. The wildlife, the plants, the melodies, the
sunlight, even those pesky blind fish. My fishing rock, however,
was a bit cozier; I longed for it.
The boat was nudged. I forgot to row back to the sandbar!
What nudged me? So many thoughts flooded my mind. Is this the
sea warning me to return home? The thought of returning home
empty handed fills me with more fear than my situation. Not fear
of disappointing my family, fear of not being able to take care of
them as I should.
My courage swells, and I toss one of the larger small fish on
the end of my line, cast it in, and wait. I’m either really brave or
really stupid; either way, I’m not leaving empty handed. The line
tugs, the boat jerks to the side, and then the boat begins skating
water. Do I hold on and risk being pulled from the boat, or worse,
have the boat fall apart and have to fight off that thing? Or do I let
go and risk letting my first, and maybe only, chance of success get
away from me?
Whatever type of sea creature this is, it’s gotta be big, big
enough to feed a family for a while? That’s that. I’m holding on. I
have a general idea on how-to deep-sea fish: let the larger fish
wear itself out by fighting against the weight of you and the boat.
I just have to wait until the fish shows signs of getting tired.
I don’t know how much time has passed, or how far this fish
has pulled me, maybe thirty minutes? Maybe too far away? It
finally shows signs of growing tired. I can’t let it gather its
strength. I yank hard, and pull and repeat many, many times. I’m
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doing it. The fish is being reeled closer; it’s happening. What
happens when I get it to the boat? I grab the net, and prep for
liftoff. An Atlantic Goliath Grouper, my soul almost leaves my
body. These things are massive predators of the sea; they can be
eight feet long and weigh seven-hundred pounds!
Shortly after realizing my predicament, visions of my family
enter my mind. Zema, giggling at her garden, talking to it as if it
would talk back. And Vera, telling me she loves me in that angelic
voice of hers. I calm myself, turn the net around in my hand, pull
the fish out of the water and whack it square on the head. It’s out,
out of breath, out cold, out of the water. It’s now in my boat.
Thank goodness it didn’t grow as large as I’d feared. This is it. I
can go home. I did it.
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In Between Days by TAK Erzinger
Often, I pass that little girl on the street
she whispers: see me.
Eyes full like the sky and moon,
her lips hold a secret
but her face speaks
a wide constellation of freckles
her body seems to float
unaware, she balances the world
at her feet.
I recognize her curiosity and catch
a whiff of her innocence.
Between the public garden
and the cemetery we pass each other
I could pretend not to see her
and then she startles me and
says “hello” –
my whole life rushes by
in the afternoon light
I lose her as she slips round the corner
and just like the sunshine that warms
my cheeks youth returns for an instant
and I am reminded how I ended up here.
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I Was Only Here Because You Called Me

by Connie

Carmichael

When I forced them to walk a thousand miles,
I scattered their bones into frozen piles,
and still they come to claim those tears
and grieve the dead from all those years.
But I was only there because you called me.
I loaded the boxcars, I guarded your camps,
I turned gardens to graveyards and skin into lamps.
I dropped hell from the sky and watched it all burn,
I took pleasure in knowing you never would learn
that I was only there because you called me.
Now I bury your ashes while I am covered in gold,
and I am dripping in love from the lies that I told.
I gave you a spark and you blew on the flame,
and the fire keeps burning till nothing’s the same.
But dear, I am only here because you called me.
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Sierra Leone “Mountains of the Lions”

Painting by Scott White
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Meeting Grace

by Nick Russell

Much to my own denouncement of character I am going to tell
the story of how I met my wife. I would like to state this as a
preface to the story. I have not always been a kind, loving, person.
Throughout my journey I have not always been a person that lives
up to the standard I do now. Without further ado.
The year was 2016; I was a senior in high school, and truly did
not care about my classes. I did, however, like most teenage boys,
have my mind set on dating. In the year prior I had had some
romantic devastation in the form of asking my crush to the prom,
going with her, confessing my feelings, and being turned down. In
truth, I was not ready to be dating. I was not emotionally mature
enough at the time to understand the point of dating beyond
kissing and horizontal gymnastics. I, nevertheless, decided to try
to find love. I downloaded the popular dating app Tinder and
began swiping.
After a few weeks of bland conversation and a single date that
can only be described as abysmal, I started a conversation with a
quirky looking woman named Grace. She was funny, held up the
conversation, and we shared a lot of interests. Soon after making a
match with her, I asked her for a date. On the day of the date, I got
cold feet. I texted her that I needed to reschedule and then blocked
her number and deleted my Tinder account. At the time, it seemed
like the only option to get out of the situation.
Over the next two years of my life, I went through several
major changes to my personality. I had continued using this style
of behavior during this time, and it finally caught up to me. I was
genuinely in the lowest place I had ever been. My friend group
imploded, my social life was in shards, and the only person I
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could blame was myself. I was still treating people the way I had
treated her, but now it wasn’t out of fear, it was out of arrogance. I
was alone, and it was all that I could feel. During this time, I
developed depression and severe social anxiety. It was like my
body had been scooped out and a new person put in.
After two months of existing in this existential hell, I decided
to redownload Tinder and give it another shot. It went much the
same way it did the first time: several conversations that lead to
nothing. Then one day I saw this profile. She looked familiar, but I
didn’t know why. So, I liked her profile and started talking to
Grace for the second time. We talked for a while and had some
chemistry. After a while she ended up realizing who I was, but I
was still none the wiser. She sent me a message while I was at
work, and I will never forget the wording because it shuddered
though my body. The question was, “You don’t remember who I
am, do you?”
It hit me like an 18-wheeler. I had been cruel to so many
people over the last two years that I was terrified of whatever this
message meant. At the time I worked at a Dunkin’ Donuts and ran
to the deep freezer. I sat in the freezer for about 5 minutes trying
to rack my brain and figure out what I had done to wrong this
person. I finally figured it out and began immediately
apologizing. I meant every word and said I was sorry in every
way that I knew how. She accepted and said that she wasn’t mad
about it. She said she was confused why I liked her profile again. I
explained the situation, and she laughed.
After that interaction we didn’t talk for a few weeks. The air
between us was still awkward, and I had no intention of fixing it.
That’s when Tinder started to malfunction, and I was going to
delete it. Before I did, I figured I would give it a final shot. I gave
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her my number, told her I was deleting the app, and wanted to
keep talking. The next day I asked her on a date to which she
replied, “Sure! But you better show up!”
We planned to meet at Black Beard Coffee in Greenville. I
showed up about 5 minutes before we planned, so that I could get
comfortable in the location. Grace was 15 minutes late. Those 15
minutes were the most transformative minutes of my life. In those
minutes, I thought she had ghosted me. I thought about what I
had done to my life. Up until then I had taken a spiteful look on
my situation. I thought that somehow it wasn’t all my fault. In
those moments, I accepted that I made mistakes and promised to
be better.
About that time, the glass door of the coffee shop opened. An
immense wave of relief flooded my body. She sat down, and we
began talking. We immediately connected. There was a strong
chemistry between us, and we spent the rest of the day together.
What was supposed to be a two-hour date became an eight-hour
date. We went to an arcade, saw a movie, walked around
downtown, and had dinner. It was the date of my life.
I hate to lean on a cliché, but in truth the rest is history. I met
my wife that day, and even then, a part of me knew it. We dated
for two years, and then I proposed. We are going to be a year
married in November. She is the best person to have ever come
into my life. She is the first person to have shown me
unconditional love and how powerful it can be when given with
your entire soul. I needed that love and would probably not have
lived this long without her intervention. I owe her everything, but
she would never cash that in because of how much she loves me,
and I love her the same.
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